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Abstract
The study explores the scientific nature of Buddhist onto-epistemology that dominate
almost all Buddhist theories and practices. With special regard to theory of meaning, it
demonstrates how a Buddhist theory of meaning, owing much to Buddhist ontoepistemology, can be incorporated with western approaches for textual analysis.
A number of research methods were used, including comparative approaches,
direct analogy, symbolic interactionsim and structural semiotic analysis.
The outcomes of the study show parallels between Buddhist approaches to reality
with Einstein’s approach. Buddhist onto-epistemology is qualified to be synthesised with
western ontology in order to develop a generative approach to reality, which may thereby
suggest modifications to various western methodologies for improved research in
contemporary sciences, in particular, social sciences.
The results also demonstrate that there are parallels between the Buddhist theory
of meaning and theories of structuralism and symbolic interactionism in social
psychology. Although the Buddha emphasises the inseparable coincidence between our
inner capacity for language and symbolization, and our social interactions, both social
psychology and Buddhism use ‘desire’ as an orienting system of semiosis, and behaviour
systems. This makes a good basis on which to try and integrate these approaches.
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CHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background to the Study
Buddhism is the fountainhead of Asian culture in terms of its ability to create
schools of philosophy, psychology, ethics, and art.
While Buddhism has developed successfully in Japan, Korea, Tibet, and in the
West, some Southeast Asian countries including Cambodia continue to practice
Buddhism in terms of its traditions. To a great extent, Cambodian Theravada Buddhism
which derived from Sri Lanka, is now an amalgam of local beliefs and imported cultures
rather than an attempt to seek to understand the rationality, the very essence of Buddhism.
As far as the researcher is aware, for example, Cambodian Buddhism does not include
any social criticism uttered by the Buddha, the great social criticiser.
After traumatic decades of civil war, and destruction, Cambodian Buddhism now
has an uncertain future. Likewise scientific research in higher education has had to be
reborn from year zero after the Khmer Rouge regime was overthrown in 1979. The
Tripitaka is freely available in Cambodia and elsewhere in the world, and has been
recognised as a valuable resource for Eastern and Western scholars and scientists, who
increasingly acknowledge the scientific nature of Buddhism. But in their work on the
integration of Buddhism with western science and in their attempts to develop scientific
methods for research in the 21st century, most Cambodian researchers and educators
ignore this precious resource, despite the fact that the integration is an effective way to
fulfill the need for new theoretical frameworks for scientific investigation in Cambodia.
So far there have been some Cambodian western-educated scholars, who have tried to
interpret Buddhism in scientific terms, but there is much work still to be done, so that
these ideas may spread throughout Cambodian educational circles.

1.2 Problem Statements
This thesis falls within the scope of what universities in the West classify as social
philosophy, since it engages with the search for theories applicable to data analysis in
social science research. This exploration is based on the integration of Buddhist
philosophy and western science in relation to onto-epistemology from multiple western
perspectives. This thesis, for me, is some elementary work in theoretical analysis, as it is
not a well known or widely cultivated subject in Cambodia. The content will try to
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develop our understanding of Buddhist relationship principles which deal with key words
such as: interaction, process, symbol, binary opposition, suffering, rewards and freedom,
the middle path, idealism, realism, and the objective and subjective mind.

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study
My exploration is purposefully to take Buddhist critical onto-epistemology from
its religious base and present it in the arena of scientific research, in particular, research in
the social sciences, because of its noteworthy qualification for this position in that it is a
generic device in the search for “meaning.”

1.4 Rationale of the Study
The Buddhist doctrine of Dependent Origination (DO) has been a subject of
ceaseless debate, partly due to its openness to interpretation. Even the Buddha’s teaching
on DO leaves room for clarification because of the limitations of the linguistic devices
employed, and in some respects the explanation of DO is touched by intentional
ambiguity and logical contradiction. Joanan Macy (1991:45) has remarked as follows:
“None of the teachings of Buddhism has given rise to greater
misunderstandings, to more contradictory and more absurd speculations
and interpretations than the Paticca-Samuppada, the teaching of the
Dependent Origination of all phenomena of existence.”
For that reason this thesis will carefully examine the cause of the problem and suggest
some solutions in the hope that these will help to clarify the ambiguous statements of the
Buddha concerning DO. At this point we must ensure that any outcome statements
conform to the holistic system of Buddhist logic before we look at its application to
certain areas of interest in relation to scientific discourse, otherwise, any conclusions
derived will be problematic. While semiotic analysis is founded on the basis of
structuralist theory, there is also a generative approach of textual analysis which can be
helpful. This approach includes the work of linguists, philosophers, psychologists,
sociologists, anthropologists, literary, aesthetic and media theorists, psychoanalysts, and
educationalists (Daniel: 2002:2). The sociological approach (symbolic interaction on the
basis of relationship) has been generally understood as a method employed in the study of
language as an index of socio-cultural interaction. A synthesis of these two schools of
thought (semiotic analysis and symbolic interaction) with Buddhist systems theory, with
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in a framework based on relativity theory may lead us towards a new and interesting
understanding of individual, social and cultural phenomena.

1.5 Limitations of the Study
While Buddhism is understood as consisting of two elements—mysticism and
rationalism, the concern of this thesis is only with the rationality of Buddhism. My
discussion will be based on the premise of DO, which can be interpreted as Buddhist
systems theory. In addition it is worth keeping in mind that there is only one Buddha’s
Dependent Origination, but there are many others which have contributed to the
philosophy of DO. So DO is not only the one that existed in the Buddha’s mind, but also
the ones actively living in the minds and actions of Buddhist disciples, of other Buddhists,
and yet others on earth, or existing in the universe or, or all in combination. All the motifs
explained by the Buddha appear to develop only one theme, Dependent Origination.
However, this thesis works only on the motifs of DO whose comparative relationship to
Einstein’s relativity theory, symbolic interactionism and structuralists’ theory on
particular Levis’s Strauss binary opposition, can be presented.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Much has been written abroad about the doctrine of Dependent Origination in
term of its relevance to modern science, in particular modern physics, cognitive sciences,
psychology, and semiotics. However most of those valuable resources are not available in
Cambodia, since a synthesis of Buddhism and modern science is a new subject for the
country. Libraries in Cambodia could not provide enough sources for this type of research
project. This meant that the researcher faced many difficulties in collecting data for
analysis, which dealt with theoretical issues. Only a brief summary of the work on the
problems closely related to the one at hand will be given in this chapter.

2.1 Dependent Origination (paticcasamuppada)
The Buddha himself analyses the doctrine of Dependent Origination, which is as
follows:
“From ignorance as a requisite condition come fabrications.
From fabrication as a requisite condition comes consciousness.
From consciousness as a requisite condition comes name- &-form.
From name- &- form as a requisite condition comes the six sense media.
From the six sense media as a requisite condition comes contact from contact as a
requisite condition come feeling.
From feeling as a requisite condition comes craving.
From craving as a requisite condition come clinging/sustenance.
From clinging/sustenance as a requisite condition comes becoming.
From becoming as a requisite condition comes birth.
From birth as a requisite condition, then aging & death, sorrow, lamentation, pain,
distress & despair come into play. Such is the origination of this mass of stress &
suffering.” (S.XII.2)
(In other teachings the Buddha analysed this doctrine in reverse order.)
This formula has been translated in such various ways, such as: ‘causal

chain,’

‘causal genesis,’ ‘chain of causation,’ ‘the chain of sufferings,’ ‘conditioned origination,’
‘coordinated-origination,’
‘dependently-relational

‘dependent

co-arising,’

origination,’

‘dependent

origina-

tion,’

‘dependently-coordinated-origination,’

‘interdependence,’ ‘indetermination,’ ‘mutual causality,’ ‘reciprocal causality,’ ‘relational origination,’ “theory of relation,’ and ‘theory of twelve causes,’ etc. In this thesis
these will be taken as equivalent in meaning.
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One interesting work on the interpretation of Dependent Origination is by Joanna
Macy (1991), who stated that DO is the Buddhist theory of general relationships. Her
work also shows how the relationship principle in Buddhist paticcasamuppada
philosophy is a first principle of cognition discovered by the Buddha, on his
enlightenment. Macy (Ibid: 45-46) added:
“By virtue of the universality and impersonality of the causal process it
perceives, it has also been acclaimed as a milestone in human thought...
The reciprocity of causal process is integral to the Buddha's teaching of
paticcasamuppada. It is inherent in the doctrine of anicca and the denial of
a first cause, evident in the interdependence of causal factors, and reflected
in the linguistic structures employed.”
In relation to relativity theory Filita P. Bharucha (1992:100) defines DO as the
natural law which does not depend on the temporal sequence of its links, but may
be understood as one of simultaneous co-operation with all its factors, each link
representing the sum total of all others. In other words no phenomenon, no
individual form of life exists in itself, independent of others, in its own nature.
Since no first beginning of an individual or any other individual form of
appearance can be found, each of them has the totality of the Universe as its basis.
From Bharucha’s statement of DO above, as well as other western scholars
like Prof. David Kalupahana (1992:53), the doctrine of DO applies to both
Buddhist ontology and epistemology.

2.2 On the Relevance of Buddhism to Western Sciences
So far there have been many western scholars increasingly aware of the
scientific nature of Buddhism. Prof. Stercherbatsky (1996:60-64) was impressed
by the scientific nature of knowledge defined by Buddhism. He said:
“What strikes us, first of all, in this definition of right knowledge, is its
seemingly empirical character. Right knowledge is every day right
knowledge. It is not the cognition of an Absolute, the cognition of the
things as they really are, or the knowledge of reality or unreality of the
external world. Ordinary men in their daily pursuits perceive external
objects by their senses; they are convinced of a necessary connection
between these objects and their senses.”
With regard to the relevance of Buddhism to relativity physics, Bharucha (1992), Mendel
Sachs (1983), S. Radhakrishnan (cited in Bharucha, 1992:140) and Moni Bagghe (cited in
Dhammananda 1992:35) provide interesting accounts on the parallels between Buddhist
doctrine of no-self to the mono-wave theory of relativity. S. Radhakrishnan said:
5

“A wonderful philosophy of dynamism was formulated by the Buddha
2,500 years ago. […] Impressed with the transitoriness of objects, the
ceaseless mutation and transformation of things the Buddha formulated a
philosophy of change. He deduces substance, souls, monads, and things to
forces, movements, sequences and process and adopts a dynamic
conception of reality.”
In addition to Radhakrishnan’s statement above Mendel Sachs makes us clear about the
position of Buddhism by saying that:
“The theory of relativity viewed as a theory of elementary matter, fully
utilizing its axiomatic basis, states that matter must be represented most
fundamentally by a continuous field, without singularities—an undifferentiated whole--similar to the Buddhist concept of no-self.”
With regard to the account of social psychology from the perspective of symbolic
interactionism, which will be included in our co-relational study of Buddhism, this is
available in Kollock, Peter, and Jodi O’Brien, the Production of Reality, Essays and
Reading in Social Psychology.
Generally speaking symbolic interactionism suggests our capacity for humanness
is processed in social interaction through language. Symbolic interactions believe that
without human and social interaction, that capacity would hardly come into play (Helen
Keller cited in Muscatine and Griffith, 1988:116).
The themes discussed by western social psychologists which can be analogies for
our discussion of DO in relation to humanness and meaning are Life Meaning System,
bonding relationship and defective bonding relationship. These topics are discussed in
Martin A. Lang (1983) Acquiring Our Image of God, Emotional Basis for Religious
Education published by Paulist Press, New York.Martin A. Lang pointed out that a lifemeaning system is an internal orienting of all other particular participating systems
including biological and psychological, which incorporates the values and attitudes that
structure reality for each person, giving direction and purpose to human life. A lifemeaning system sets a range of priorities from what people consider ultimate to what they
think of as trivial. People pursue their daily lives from within the framework of some
meaning system (ibid, 25). Symbolic interactionism claims that we produce meaningful
realities through our capacity for interaction, through language and metaphor, and that our
behaviours are determined by the reality assigned to them (Kollock and O’Brien, 1994:
xx, 51).
According to Lang, the LMS is built in the context of the union that establishes
the emotional climate between two people which links together those who love and care
6

for each other. This system is called “bonding”. Bonding begins as a parent-child
relationship and then it extends outward to brothers and sisters. And as this is occurring
the child is simultaneously bonded to the wider communities to which his or her family
belongs. Bonding has meaning as belonging, or being shared (ibid, 41).
Besides a bonding relationship, a child may experience another part of his LMS,
which is referred to as a “defective bonding relationship”. According to Lang, there are
shocks to bonding which jolt and sometimes destroy the relationship entirely. For
instance, the death of deeply loved parents is the most tragic and the most severe
destroyer of the parent-child relationship. It is a crisis in human life that takes bonding
completely out of the hands of the helpless, dying parent. Divorce is the most physical
[and psychological] separation that a child can experience because in divorce the absence
of the unique life-sharer again leaves the child devastatingly alone. Lang added, all the
meaning that resided with the approving and enlightening presence of the parent is
suddenly threatened (ibild, 53)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
This research is a correlation study (Kerlinger1973, cited in Aquino, 1992:24,25;
Saussure, 1966:2), which typically looks for the relationships between evidence gathered
in causal-comparative studies of laws, theories, and concepts from various disciplines.
Multiple approaches have been employed. They are listed below:

3.1 Philosophical Analysis:
Philosophical analysis is generally used when solving philosophical problems
through analysis of language or concepts (Wittgenstein, 1960). This method is utilised in
an attempt to show that traditional philosophic problems dissolve-that is, disappear-on
proper analysis of the terms in which they are expressed when Buddhist logic is applied
to them. One way of using linguistic analysis is to throw light on, but not dissolve,
traditional philosophic problems. The discussion of this topic is in the next chapter, and
employs philosophical analysis, which makes use of the following key philosophical tools
from Wittgenstein(Kalansuriya,1993: 103-11):
(1) 'Language-game'
(2) 'Tool-simile'
(3) 'Model'
(4) 'Form of life'
(5) 'Conceptual family'

3.2 Symbolic Interactionism
Symbolic interactionism is a sociological approach to social and cultural
phenomena. This approach emphasises the relationship between the self and society as a
process of symbolic communication between social actors (Eric, 1998:35)1.

3.3 Semiotic Analysis
Some researchers have combined semiotic analysis with content analysis. I will
look at combining semiotic analysis with symbolic interactionism. Thus, a synthesis of
both methods is used for the interpretation of problems at different levels paradigmatic
and syntagmatic-as well as their casual relationships.
1

Further discussion is available on page 46
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The most important models suggested by structuralism employed here is that
proposed by Levi-Strauss’s idea of binary opposition. This model parallels other western
philosophers’ concepts of the coincidence of oppositions.
Semiotic analysis is one among approaches to textual analysis. Both methods are
associated with cultural studies. They treat signs as part of a system-exploring their
functions within codes and sub-codes- a topic to which we return. Roland Barthes argued
that an important part of the semiotiological undertake [paradigmatic and syntagmatic
analysis] was to divide text into minimal significant units, then to group these units into
paradigmatic classes, and finally to classify the syntagmatic relationships that link the
units. They are among Structuralism, the method of analysis that examines the structures
that underlie relationships between things, rather than simply the things themselves. A
social constructionist/constructivist bias is not shared by all semioticians (Chandler,
2002:8, 83).
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
4.1 Dependent Origination: Epistemology and Research
Research means to produce knowledge. All research is involved with knowledge.
Gaining knowledge from exercising physical and mental powers characterises the process
of research. One of the products of research is ‘science’.
Science, in its simplest and most fundamental sense, means knowledge. It is
derived from the Latin word scientia meaning, “to know”. Any particular science is
simply a department of systematised knowledge. But science has become in the twentieth
century more than just a synonym for reliable human knowledge. It has come to mean
knowledge of a particular sort obtained in particular ways. It is involved with the search
for reliable knowledge or verifiable truth (Deese, 1972:2). As better phrase to describe
this is “science is the knowledge which comes from scientific research.” That is to say,
science must be matched with scientific method - which states rules that serve to keep it
free of internal contradictions.
Research, knowledge and science have relevance to epistemology in significant
ways (Eric, 1998). Epistemology refers to the nature of knowledge itself. It comes from
the Greek root “episteme” meaning “knowledge,” and so “epistemology” literally means
the study or theory of knowledge. In philosophical terms, epistemology is defined as a
branch of philosophy that studies the origin, methods and limits of human knowledge. For
example, questions concerning how human beings know and to what extent they can
know are part of the content of epistemology.
In philosophical terms, epistemology is the bedrock philosophy on which research
is built. It is the philosophy that lies behind the research process and the expansion of
knowledge produced. Generally speaking, epistemology has relevance in all kinds of
research, for example in scientific research, research into myths and even for daily life.
Epistemology is related to research in terms of its position in philosophy that lies behind
the relationship between the researcher, the process of research, the medium of research,
the object of research, and the product of research. It is the curtain that conceals the object
of research. It is both determiner and determined, and also corresponds with all the
thinking and material involved with research. It is the web in which all kinds of
knowledge are understood as one. With specific reference to the research process,
epistemology is the dominant feature of the paradigm of qualitative and qualitative
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intrinsic and extrinsic properties, and also the action of research. This covers every
component of the research process including the series of activities involved in research,
the ways in which each group of activities is interconnected with and differs from others,
and the medium of research commonly understood as language, including metaphor,
whose properties have the capacity to enable us to assemble everything in the universe in
order to formulate a unique picture.

Figure4.1: Research Process as the Production of Realities
One may look at the epistemology of research in the social sciences in general as
an example. Here the underlying assumptions and basic ideas of how research is
conducted, like the awareness of how data is collected and analysed and how conclusions
are reached, constitute the epistemology of the research to be conducted. In addition, in
conducting research we might decide to use qualitative methods or quantitative or
ethnographic or experimental ones. To make such decisions includes making comparisons
between those various methods, and in doing so, we are involved with discussing the
epistemological questions that lie beneath each. Each epistemological theory, which
substitutes those processes, is characterised by its functions. These are no more than what
we refer to as ‘methodology,’ the principle behind these specific methods. These are
frames of reference represented by different epistemologies. In this way, qualitative,
quantitative, ethnographic, and experimental methods differ from each other because they
have different epistemological frameworks. In the same way, experiments in empiricist
positivism employed in the natural sciences differ in significant ways from structuralism,
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and symbolic interactionism, which have contributed to a movement of interpretive
philosophy called interpretivism, a different school of thought from natural sciences.
For a long time, the dominant epistemology in the social sciences followed the
empiricist/positivist model developed in the natural sciences. However, this approach was
then called into question. Are the methods of the natural sciences appropriate for research
into the social sciences and humanities? This is a question that divided scholars for well
over a century before the emergance of other forms of analysis that tried to demonstrate,
in one way or another, that the subject matter of the natural and social sciences are very
different in quality, thus requiring radically different methods (Eric, 1998).
The humanities were a lot slower to take up these issues, but they have, in general
terms, followed a similar pattern. From the late 1960s, the humanities became
increasingly dominated by questions of theory in analysis. This was particularly the case
with literary studies. Where early research had relied upon particular assumptions about
the role, objectives and limitations of the humanities, theoretical reflection on and
investigation into the epistemological and ontological foundations of research became
mandatory (Ibid,8). However in the history of modern sciences of humanities, social
scientists always face questions; for example, most theories work best in certain
circumstances, but fail in others. This has been the very challenging issue that forces
western scholars to think outside their own models in searching for solutions. Fortunately
many have found what they need in the East, that is, the gift of Buddhism.
With regard to this issue, it is worth examining Buddhism, one of the powerful
Asian schools of philosophy and the humanities. Buddhism is one of the fountainheads of
Asian culture. It is evident that this school of thought uses a definition of “research,”
“knowledge,” and the bedrock lying beneath them, known as epistemology, in
philosophical and empirical ways that may satisfy the requirements of scientific enquiry.
That is clearly expressed in the following citations:
“Buddhism is, on the contrary, a system of thought, a religion, a spiritual
science and a way of life, which is reasonable, practical and all embracing.
For 2500 years it has satisfied the spiritual needs of nearly one-third of
mankind. It appeals to the West, insists on self-reliance coupled with
tolerance for the other’s point of view, embraces science, religion,
philosophy, psychology, ethics and art and points to man alone as the
creator of his present life and sole designer of his destiny.”(Christmas
Humpreys, cited in Dhamanda, 1992:47)
“The aim of Buddhism has been described in many ways. It has been
called a religion, a philosophy, a way of life and a psychology. Each of
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these descriptions is correct and emphasizes different aspects. Buddhism is
a religion as it deals with questions of life and death and the meaning of
life. It is a philosophy, as it does not need the hypothesis of a god or of life
after death. Buddhism is called a way of life as it teaches the way of nonviolence and compassion. Finally, it is called a psychology as it
investigates the working of our mind and distinguishes different types of
consciousness.” (Barendregt, 2004)
One may be familiar with the Pali term Buddha, which derives from the root buddhi,
knowledge. Buddha also means the enlightened one, as it refers to one who succeeds in
producing a certain kind of knowledge, as he experiences it. This derivation can be seen
as the relationship between the Buddha as researcher, a research project and a certain kind
of knowledge produced; there is a certain kind of object of research, and a curtain that
conceals the object from one understands.
As far as research is concerned, Buddhism is involved with searching for truth in
certain ways and with rules of its own. Like that of science, the mission of Buddhism is
nothing more than an exploratrion of the nature of reality, like the structures of nature,
and how those elements interact and interrelate in relation to materiality, mentality,
humanity, and animal nature; Buddhism has also translated the results of these
explorations into action. Consequently, it is clear that one can treat Buddhism as a kind of
research project, a kind of knowledge gained from research, and a kind of application of
knowledge obtained, in real life, grounded in its own methodology. And based on the
statements cited above, the methodology of Buddhism parallels that of Western sciences
in terms of its philosophical and empirical positions.
Like much well-known study, including the processes of Indian philosophy, and
certain schools of modern philosophies, some of which are mentioned above, Buddhism
is engaged with ontology/epistemology. The major influential onto-epistemological
device employed by the Buddha and his disciples in their research projects is that referred
to by the Buddha as paticcasamuppada. We should note that the terminology employed to
describe paticcasamuppada, and the interpretations of this doctrine are diverse; this
leaves room for debate among modern Buddhist philosophers, a well as classical
Buddhist philosophers. However, this thesis takes the expression “Dependent Origination
(DO)” as having an equivalent meaning to this doctrine.
Broadly speaking, DO is no more than the Buddha’s fundamental statement of the
nature of reality such as the earth, humanness, and the nature of animals. As a type of
ontology, like other schools of its kind, it states the fundamental structure of things and
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the nature and basic elements of the world around us, and how these elements interact.
The Buddha’s assertion of the nature of knowledge/experience/cognition/la- nguage can
be characterised in epistemological terms. It is the answer to questions such as, what is
knowledge, how is knowledge structured, in what ways is knowledge of the world around
us obtained, and to what extent can knowledge grow, etc.
It is unavoidable to speak of the coincidence between epistemology and ontology.
In fact, epistemology goes hand in hand with ontology; epistemology relies on ontology.
Indeed, often when books refer to epistemology they actually mean ontology, or the two
in combination (Eric, 1998:6). This statement agrees with the fact that in his analysis of
paticcasamuppada, the Buddha did not distinguish between ontology and epistemology;
but always explained them in combination. J.E Elam says, “The World Nama-rupa
indicates the essential provision of Buddhist philosophy; that is to say the physical and
psychical are not considered as separate and distinct, but only as the two sides of one and
the same thing”(cited in Bharucha: 1992,105). This is reminiscent of the epistemological
school of Dharmakiti and Dinaga (cited in Stcherbatsky, 1996:69) who claimed, “Not less
remarkable than the definition of knowledge is the definition of Existence or Reality.”
Likewise, from the Buddha’s time onwards, Buddhist scholars have been analysing
materiality, and cognition on the basis of doctrine. This is partly because our knowledge
begins with perception, which is coordinated with reflection on the outside world. And
that is also one of the reasons why modern cognition theory is modeled on the basis of
quantum physics. Subsequently, for the sake of clarity, the expression ontoepistemological Dependent Origination is probably a better term.
As commonly understood, this is the most important onto-epistemology concept
of Buddhism. It has great relevance to every form of Buddhist research and Buddhist
conceptions of knowledge, existence, and social and individual practices. To take as an
example the three fundamental principles of Buddhism: (1) Law of impermanency, (2)
Law of suffering, and (3) Law of No-self, all three are related to this doctrine.2 It is the
heart and the brain of Buddhism that dominates all the philosophical processes of the
Buddhist schools of thought including Buddhist approaches to psychology, sociology,
anthropology, history, arts, literature, linguistic/semiotics and ethics, etc. Its significant
meaning has been studied not only by modern scholars but can be traced back to the
Buddha's time. The Buddha himself said:
22

Further discussion of these topics are available from the next section onward.
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“Bhikkhus, one who understands this doctrine of Dependent
Origination understands the Dhamma; one who understands the
Dhamma, understands this doctrine of Dependent Origination.”
Simply speaking, the possibility of the interpretation of the above passage includes the
following: (1) DO is the window through which we see the Dhamma [the teaching of the
Buddha], (2) Dhamma is the window or glasses through which we understand. (3) The
Buddha employed the historical DO as the glass through which he saw the world around
us and the home where the mind had its abode and his modification of the doctrine from
the Dhamma in turn. (4) It is possible to treat DO as if it had the properties of Dhamma,
and to treat Dhamma as if it had the properties of DO (4) One might model DO on the
basis of Dhamma, and model Dhamma on the basis of DO. (5) Dhamma is built on DO.
(6) One might incorporate the properties of DO into those of the Dhamma. Each
statement shows the critical roles of DO in the process of Buddhism, and they also help
us to understand the fundamental concepts on which a tool for understanding, originating
in Buddhism, can be proposed.
The above proposition also leads to a diversity of interpretations of the Buddha’s
words in the preceding passage. We may say that if Dhamma is the statement of the
nature of existence and cognition, DO is the fundamental concept of those properties. If
the Dhamma consists of theories of humanity and sciences DO is the fundamental
concept of these types of knowledge. To take as an example, if Buddhism is considered a
school of psychology, it would be a fundamental psychological theory. Similarly, if
Buddhism can be shown to be a fundamental concept of semiotics/linguistic literature
studies, there must be an emergence of Buddhist semiotics/linguistics, and Buddhist
literature studies. Furthermore, we may find the relevance of DO to areas of social
sciences and humanities like western sociology, anthropology, political science,
international relations, science of education etc. Also if Buddhism is a certain kind of
culture, and civilisation, or a social movement, controlled by Buddhist schools of thought,
DO is that which is permanently linked to these phenomena. In broader terms this
doctrine will help us to modify the direction of socio-cultural studies in general. Again if
Buddhism is linked to science, Buddhism can travel the span of the bridge into the area of
scientific inquiry. In short, the preceding argument helps us to identify the
correspondences between Buddhism and other phenomena. And this indicates the
significant relevance of onto-epistemology to Buddhism, Buddhist research, and research
in social sciences in general.
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As pointed out earlier DO are subject to debate. Based on an epistemological
stand point, the hypothesis is that it is possibly so because Buddhism is assigned more
than one meaning. This means this onto/epistemology takes many forms, or alternatively,
Buddhism resembles different schools of ontology/epistemology. This statement seems to
align with Levi- Strauss’s claim of binary opposition, which exists in every culture.
Further more this thesis will carefully examine the cause of the problem and suggest some
solutions in the hope these will help to clarify the ambiguous statements of the Buddha
concerning DO. At this point we must ensure that any outcome statements necessarily
conform to the holistic system of Buddhist logic, before we look at its application to
certain areas of interest in relation to scientific discourse, otherwise, any conclusion
derived from it will be problematic.
In conclusion, ‘Buddhist research’ or alternatively ‘research’ in Buddhist terms, or
even Buddhism itself, is not far from the process characterised by Western world as
“research”. The interesting point to remind ourselves is that Western science and
Buddhism at certain levels make use of ontology/epistemology as the fundamental
concepts on which they build and rebuild, and as tools for understanding employed in the
exploration of the further edges of knowledge. This is a response to Eric Porter (1998)
who actively introduces the relevance of epistemology to research in general in the sense
that epistemology is the pool of theory that is applicable to interpretation in social science
and humanities research. Buddhist epistemology is no exception. This is also a positive
message to philosophers, and social scientists who have been directing their telescopes on
Buddhism in an attempt to make Buddhism philosophical and practical in a modern sense.
Anyway, we still have something left to examine and clarify. It includes the questions of
the characteristics of DO, how it contributes to the production of meaningful realities in
terms of our possibility of humanness, how it is applicable to the exploration of
humanness, culture, and meaning, etc, and this operation definitely relies on rationality.
We will find some responses in the following sections.

4.2 Dependent Origination in Relation to Western Sciences
In the early 20th century, physicists, including Heisenberg and Einstein, began to
question the possibility of universal “truth.” It seemed that different experiments yielded
different results depending on how the question was asked. For example, when light was
hypothesised to be waves and tested as such, it produced a pattern that suggested waves.
However, when it was hypothesized to be particles, the test revealed a particle-confirming
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pattern. Was it possible that light was both wave and particle? Both energy and matter at
the same time? Heisenberg concludes that the experimental process itself interacts with
reality; there is no completely objective stance from which to view “truth.” As scientists,
we shape the outcome to some extent by our interaction with the phenomenon. Einstein
summarized this with the statement, “It is the theory that determines what we can
observe” (Kellock, and O’Brien, 1994:27-8).
Einstein was aware of the mutual interaction of events. From his involvement with
the principles of relativity, from his restricted or special theory of relativity, to his general
theory of relativity, to a theory of the universe he clearly stated it was impossible by
physical experiment to measure or detects the absolute motion of a body through space.
While quantum physics clearly proclaimed that the observed and the observer cannot be
said to be distinct entities, Einstein stated that absolute space and absolute time have been
shown to be false knowledge for the world as he saw it and that phenomena are actually
determined primarily by their interconnectedness.
Again, the state of the observer heavily influences this observed entity and,
therefore, various observers get widely different results in their measurements of quantity
and quantity of the objects of their studies. However, as Filita P. Bharucha(1992:138)
pointed out, in spite of these differences, various observers may still study the universe
with equal success and can agree on what are to be called the law of features, a
combination of Observationalism (practical realism), and idealism(mathematics) together,
which have replaced the traditional methods of physics. This new approach to reality was
proposed by Einstein (ibid. 135), and although it originated in modern physics, human
science still resembles this approach for it own purposes. For that reason Einstein’s
relativity theory marks a turning point in the history of modern science for it provides
solutions to the gap between absolutism like logical positivism, and extreme skepticism.
We must now move away from a discussion on western philosophy for a while by
turning to Buddhist philosophy as a way of beginning our co-relational study project.
Firstly we must see how the Buddha conceptualises Karma. Karma simply means
“action”. From the perspective of Buddhist ethics Karma is defined as either wholesome
and unwholesome. But this doctrine can be further extended. The Buddha himself saw
karma as something that supports and governs every thing in this universe. It applies to
both materiality and cognition:
“Volition is what I called action, for through volition one performs the
action by body, speech, or mind. There is action (Karma), O monks that
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ripens in hell…Action that ripens in the animal world…Action that ripens
in the world of men…Action that ripens in heavenly world…Threefold,
however, is the fruit of action: ripening during the lifetime, ripening in
later births…”(A.VI,63)
“Owners of their action are the beings, heirs of their actions, the action is
their womb from which they are born, and their action is their friend, their
refuge. Whatever they perform, good or bad, therefore they will be the
heirs” (M.135)
With regard to the time of the taking place of action-effect, one distinguishes three kinds
of action: (1) Action ripening during the lifetime, (2) Action ripening during the next life,
and (3) Action ripening during a later life. This thesis has nothing to with the question of
whether there actually is a next world, heaven, or hell, but we examine relevance of the
Buddhist concept of reality to the modern theory of relativity, while in Buddhism the
threefold action regenerate, support, counteract, and also destroy all existence and nonexistence. In other words, it is the determiner and the determined of that listed below.
Alternatively, the below can be deduced to actions, or rather the threefold of action.
Accordingly rules are also applicable to analysis of the characteristics of threefold of
actions. Now the analysis is procssed thus:
Table 1: Relativity of Phenomena
Time

t1

t2

t3

Code

P

Birth

Aging

Death

A’

Q

Aging

Death

R

Death

Phenomenon

C’

S
A

B’

B

Birth

D’

C

Code

(i) During a period of time between t1 and t3, there must be:
Action repining birth of phenomena arises.
Action repining aging of phenomena arise.
Action repining cessation of phenomena arises.
At point of time t1:
Action ripening birth of phenomena P arises.
Action ripening aging of phenomena Q arises.
Action ripening death of phenomena R arises.
At point of time t2:
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Action ripening aging of phenomena P arises.
Action ripening death of phenomena Q arises.
At point of time t3:
Action ripening cessation of phenomena P arises.
Action ripening birth of phenomena Q arises.
Action ripening birth of phenomena S arises.
(ii) It is clear that within the continuity of time from t1 to t3, the possibility
of other forms of contiguity arise if:
-As applied to P, from point of time t1 to t2, there is continuity
between threefold of actions attributing P—(AA’, BA’, CA’). (1)
-As applied to P, Q, R, S, at the point of time t1, there is contiguity
between various actions, each of which attribute different phenomenon P,
Q, R. This continuity is represented by (AA’, AB’, AC’). (2)
-As applied to P, Q, R, with no regard to timeline, there is
contiguity between them. (3)
-And/or as applied to every relevant element (in the table), there is
contiguity between (1), (2), and (3) above.
(iii) There is discontinuity if there is at least one attribute is isolated from
the rest. That is S appears to be separated from the rest in relation to space.
The question arise how Buddhism responds to above statements? The answer is available
in the Buddha’s analysis of DO:
“What, monk, is the dependent arising? Depend upon birth, monks, is
decay and death, whether the Tathagas, were to arise or whether the
Tathagas were not to arise. This element, this status of phenomena, this
orderliness of phenomena, and this interdependence remained.”(S. 2.25)
4.2.1 Law of Karma
Again from the above passage it is clear that there is direct relevance from DO to the rest
of Dharma. The Buddha himself always applied the laws of DO to other doctrines.
Accordingly from Buddhist perspective there is interconnection between every existence
presented in the table above. This means that every action is interdependent; actions of
birth, of aging, and actions of cessation are interconnected. At this point the Buddha
viewed everything in the universe, and the universe itself is the contiguous flow of
actions, or rather the contiguous flow of dynamism. Similarly, as seen clearly from the
table illustrated above, all phenomena are a contiguous flow of dynamic contingencies.
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That is to say, the world as it is, is nothing more than the interconnection of what we
perceived as either different or the same phenomena, conditioned by a dynamic nexus
flow. This world can be summarised in one term “Dependent Origination.” The Buddha’s
view on this is expressed in the following:
“Whatever, O brother, there exists of feeling, of perception and of mental
formations, these are associated, not dissolved, and it is impossible to
separate one from other and show their difference. For whatever one feels,
one perceives; and whatever one perceives, of this one is conscious.”
(M.43)
Recalling our argument on pages 18-19, the same rules derived from this can
apply to the relation between P, Q, R, and S, while with regard to time and space S seems
to be a different entity from the rest. Ultimately while phenomena S and its action belong
to the five aggregates, the corporeal group of existence and non-existence, and the action
of S belongs to the sphere of a dynamic nexus flow, S must be interconnected to (P, Q, R).
This clearly shows that time, which is perceived as something more or less like a
momentary flash, or neverending, and space which in some respects is perceived as a
discontinuous entity, are not necessary conditions of the contiguity of phenomena and
dynamic forces. Whether time and space is contiguous or not, reality is still the
contiguous flow of dynamic entities. However, if a phenomenon does not depend on time,
is there any contradiction to the Buddha’s statement that every thing must be dependent?
How does the Buddha respond to that?
In MK 19 Nagarjuna argues as follows:
1. If the existence of the present and future depends upon the past, then present
and future should be in the past.
2. [For] if present and the future were not there, how could present and future be
dependent upon the past?
3. Moreover, without dependence upon the past, there is no occurrence of present
and future. Thus present as well as future time would not exist.
4. In the same manner, the remaining two periods (of time), as well as (concepts
such as) above, below, and middle, etc., or identity should be character- rized.3
Nargarjuna is often criticised as too extreme, for he claimed that time does not
exist. At this point his statement seems to be contradicted by the Buddha’s teaching of the
middle way “‘Everything exists’ that is one extreme. ‘Everything does not exist’: that is a
3

This rendering is adapted from an unpublished translation by David J. Kalupahana, Buddhist Philosophy,
cited in T.P Kasulis, Zen Action, Zen Person, 1981,University of Hawaii Press, Honolulu, p.19
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second extreme.” According to Kasulis, Nagarjuna’s point is that each of the three terms
past, present, and future is meaningful only in relation to the meanings of the other two.
Yet, by the very definition of the terms, their referents (the past, the present, and the
future) never exist simultaneously. Therefore, to Kasulis, that the terms past, present, and
future refer to an objective reality outside language is absurd. Stated differently, time is
nothing more than a mental construct. Then the statement of conventionality of space
should follow. These statements are in line with the Buddha’s teaching of the relativity of
nature in relation to time and space:
“Expressions are they. Real elements have no duration. Vitality makes
them combine in mutual dependent apparitions.”(Stcherbatsky, Theory of
Soul, cited in Bharucha, 1992:141)
“If there is only empty space, with no suns nor planets in it, then space
loses its substantiality.”
Therefore the assumption is that time and space is nothing more than an attribute of the
contiguous change of the physical world and perhaps cognition, as perceived by
perception, and consciousness or rather than something produced in the contiguous
reflections of the flow of the physical world, and perhaps, of responses of the mind on
mental generators. Accordingly, while materialism claims that matter exists in time and
space, this perhaps should be replaced by “It is mind that exists in time and space, not
matter.” In brief, absolute time and space is a myth in Buddhism.

4.2.2 Law of Impermanency and the Doctrine of No-Self
Again, recalling our discussion on pages 18-19, all dependent phenomena can be reduced
to the interconnection of threefold action. An alternative term for that structure of reality
is the ‘dynamic nexus flux’ which is nothing more than the continuous succession of
action and its effect (in reverse order) under the determination of what we understand as
preceding conditions in relation to the whole system. Here it is the function of a
juxtaposition of dynamic forces which maintains the impermanency of the universe. It
can be seen that the term “action” or “dynamic force” means “the agent of change”. For
example moving, circling, changing, standing, living, thinking, speaking, etc. are actions,
the agent of change; birth, aging and death are actions. According to the Buddha
whenever there are actions there is no constancy. Whenever there is birth, or aging, there
is no constancy. Whenever there is a juxtaposition of birth, aging and cessation, or the
juxtaposition of birth and birth, of aging and aging, or of cessation and cessation, there is
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change. It is clear that the Buddha applies the interconnection of birth, aging, death and
becoming as the agent of change to all conditions of the chain in terms of exchange
relationships [either symmetric or asymmetric relations, either transitive or intransitive
relations] and in turn the doctrine of impermanency derived from DO. Therefore, to the
Buddha this universe is in motion, in other words nothing is in a state of rest.
The Buddha addresed the problem of change in mental processes from one state to
another as follows:
“Citta, just as from a cow comes milk, and from milk curds, and from
curds butter, and from butter ghee, and from ghee junket, yet, when there
is milk, there is no conceiving as “curd” or “junket”; instead, on that
occasion there is conceiving as ‘milk.’”(D.)
Then the rule applies in the same way to materiality. The succession of processes in the
material world, such as from the cow comes milk, from milk etc. will apply in the same
way to the doctrine of DO, [doctrine of no-self, and impermanency] and the doctrine of
Karma. Alternatively the succession of corporeality of elements (five clinging
aggregates) is like the hereditary descendents of a person, or offspring of such issue, the
sons, daughters, grandsons, and granddaughters related in a direct line to the farthest
generation; and this law is applied to every issue of the universe. Such descendants have a
prior claim over ascendants or collateral relatives in the inheritance of property of a
deceased ancestor. According to the Buddha we all have the same mother and father,
namely the interconnection of the five aggregates, which are made up of soil, water,
energy, and wind. In this universe everything is a blood relative; and we all are born from
the same womb of mother earth. It has been noted that most humans bond to their kin
group and repel other unfamiliar groups. This is wrong since every one is related.
At this point the Buddhist concept of impermanency runs parallel with Western
fundamental concepts of process, change and adaptation, which can be traced back to
Darwinism, or even further to more than two thousand years ago, when Heraclitus stated
that “a man can never step in a river twice. The river has changed and is a different river;
and the man has changed and is a different man”. Thomas Wolf made the same
observation in his 1940 novel entitled You Can’t Go Home. And the phenomenon is noted
in the words of a well-known song by Bob Dylan that says, “The times…they are achangin.” Times have always been “a-changin” because life is a process […]. When we
accept the concept of process, we view events and relationships as dynamic, systemic,
adaptive, and continuous (Brook, 1978:7). To the Buddha the mechanism of process,
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change and adaptation is the succession of birth, aging, and death, which can be reduced
into: (1) repelling, and (2) clinging.4
In the Buddha’s analysis of the doctrine of no-self, we will see from objective
viewing that the chain of DO has no sense of sitting in the state of rest. There are always
changes from object to contact, from contact to perception, from perception to feeling,
from feeling to clinging, from clinging to consciousness, from consciousness to mental
formations, and from mental formations to the corporeality of the five clinging
aggregates, which differ in the context and times of their interactions. So what we
understand as “self”, this is “I,” “this is mine” is only naming, which results from a
misconception of nature conditioned by “craving, attachment, and clinging to one
referent”. Buddha analysed the characteristics of the no-self as follows:
“Form, monk, is not self. If form were the self, this form would not lend
itself to dis-ease. It would be possible [to say] with regard to form, ‘Let
this form be thus. Let this form not be thus’. But precisely because form is
not self, form lends itself to dis-ease. And it is not possible [to say] with
regard to form, ‘Let this form be thus. Let this form not be thus.’
“Feeling is not self…
“Perception is not self…
“[Mental] fabrications are not self…
“Consciousness is not self…
“What do you think, monks—Is form constant or inconstant?”
“Inconstant, lord.”
“And is that which is inconstant easeful or stressful?”
“Stressful, lord.”
“And is it fitting to regard what is inconstant, stressful, subject to change
as: ‘This is mine. This is my self. This is what I am’?”
“No, lord.”
“…Is feeling constant or inconstant?”
“Whatever perception—past, future, or present; internal or external;
blatant or subtle; common or sublime; far or near—is clingable, offers
4

In Majjhima-Nikaya the Buddha applies the term repelling and clinging to mental conditions. However,
since matter and mind are in the same relativistic entity we apply the terms to matter as well. Further
discussion on this doctrine see p.50
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sustenance, and is accompanied with mental fermentation: that is called
perception as a clinging-aggregate.”
“Whatever consciousness— or present; internal or external; blatant or
subtle; common or sublime; far or near—is clingable, offers sustenance,
and is accompanied with mental fermentation: that is called consciousness
as a clinging-aggregate.”
“These are called the five clinging-aggregates.”(S. XXII.59)
At this point, for the Buddha, the view that “self” exists is a contradiction. This view is
touched by bias, desire, clinging, attachment, etc. If one clings to “self”, one must cling to
the awareness of one being and one function, which is nothing more than (what objective
idealism perceives as) a chain of changes, and different views. If “self” is a chain of
changes and differences, why, other things on earth, which are also subject to change and
differences, cannot be associated with that “self”. So the view that “This is I,” “This is
mine” is a contradiction. It is a wrong view, a mental construct. Therefore according to
the Buddha if “self” is not real, since everything is interconnected and everything is
changing; then existence and non-existence are shared. For lack of a better term, although
it may be confusing, the real self is “no-self.” This means we all belong to only one main
interconnected phenomenon. Everyone and everything share their realities and ways of
life with that phenomenon. In other words, our mind is connected with the minds of
others. Our bodies are interconnected to everyone else’s. Our mind-body relations are
interconnected to everyone else’s. Our reality, our personalities, our public performances,
our behaviour, etc are connected to our society, and culture, which are interconnected
with others in the world. While there is interconnection there are exchange relationships,
which can be said to extend over the universe. This is called “real self” or “no-self” in
which there is neither “I”, nor “me,” nor “my,” nor “mine” but only the philosophy of
totality. This is called thinking without mind, speaking without mind, acting without
mind, living without mind since the totality of the universe is our mind and body.
4.2.3 The Middle Way
With regard to the question of whether an action is always accompanied by another
action, and whether this can be evidence of the ultimate dynamic, contiguous flow of
differentiation, the Buddha’s answer to that question is clearly presented in the above
passage. To the Buddha, the dependent arising of what we see as different actions has
nothing to with differentiation. The ultimate structure of reality, i.e. matter as it is, is
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neither different nor non-different. This world is not inseparable; we cannot show
differences within this world. The fact that we see dependent arising of phenomena as the
manifestation of differentiation is influenced by our own view, by the clinging to our own
bias and by our limitation of mind:
“Whatever, O brother, there exists of feeling, of perception and of mental
formations, these are associated, not dissolved, and it is impossible to
separate one from other and show their difference. For whatever one feels,
one perceives; and whatever one perceives, of this one is conscious.”
(M.43)
Further, in Aaggi-Vacchagotta Sutta(M.72) the Buddha’s answer to Vacchagotta’s
question is given as follows:
“Then does Master Gotama hold the view: The soul and the body are the same,
only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“No”
“Then does Master Gotama hold the view: The soul is one thing and the body
another: only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“No”
“Then does Master Gotama hold the view: After death a Tathagata exists: only
this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“No”
“Then does Master Gotama hold the view: After death a Tathagata exists:
only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“No”
“Then, es Master hold the view: After death a Tathagata does not exist:
only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“…no…”
“Then, es Master hold the view: After death a Tathagata both exists and
does not exist: only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“…no…”
“Then, does Master hold the view: After death a Tathagata neither exists
nor does not exist: only this is true, anything otherwise is worthless?”
“…no…”
“How is it, Master Gotama…?
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“Vaccha, the position that the soul and the body are the same, only this is
true,[and others…] is a thicket of view, a wilderness of views, a contortion
of views, a writhing of views, a fetter of views. It is accompanied by
suffering, distress, despair, & fever, and it does not lead to
disenchantment, dispassion, cessation; to calm, direct knowledge, full
awakening, unbinding.
Therefore, the assumption is that the Buddha always views this world as a singular
contiguous flux of neither different-nor-non-different action. Accordingly, with regard to
the doctrine of DO, the chain is a succession of interconnected forces, neither differentnor-non-different, which nevertheless have an underlying fundamental unity. At this point
the Buddha’s ultimate reality appears to be merely concrete. But this view is too extreme.
The Buddha would never view himself only as a concrete entity; nor would he melt
himself into the dynamic flux entirely, so that he has to forget his ideal world completely.
Having failed to gain enlightenment through starving himself the Buddha realises there is
needed to balance his views on matter and on ideals. This marks the emergence of the
notion of the Buddhist middle path.
The ideas of the Buddha that characterise his approach to reality as a middle way,
leading him between absolutism and extreme skepticism are that it is impossible for us to
see something free from our own views since this universe is constructed by the
corporeality of matter and mind, which is an entity of relativity, thus cannot be separated.
That is to say we cannot see a thing as it is, free from our idea of it or our perception of
the world. The observer and the observed are within the same entity, as when we sink into
a river and we observe the stream of water, our ability to perceive that object is limited
because we are in the stream of water, which influences the way we see underwater
objects. The Buddha himself said:
“It is impossible for any one to explain the passing out of one existence
and the entering into a new existence, or the growth, increase and
development of consciousness independent of corporality, feeling,
perception and mental formation.” (S. XII, 53)
As far as the middle path is concerned the Buddha is not interested in discovering what
lies beneath the corporeality of naming and matter although in other respects the Buddha
does view the universe as a concrete entity, for instance when he said we are born from a
combination of soil, water, energy, and wind, as well as the case explained in pages In
the Kaccayanagotta Sutta, which is cited below, the Buddha restates the corporeality
between mind and matter as the determiner of this universe, and again this corporeality
determines our view of ourselves and the world around us. However it does not mean that
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this doctrine rejects the statement that there is merely a concrete entity as discussed on
pages 18-25. From our understanding, the Buddha may say “we perceive that is mind and
matter because the responses of mind and matter to their environment are different.” So
the Buddha is engaged with how we see this world in the way that we experience
suffering, and in the way we become free of suffering. All these things are to do with the
mind, but also have to deal with matter. Therefore the assumption is that the Buddha’s
approach to wisdom is “Matter is not removed, mind is not removed, the corporeality
between mind and matter is not removed, but the way they interact must be
reconstructed.”
“By & large, Kaccayana, this world is supported by (take as its object) a
polarity, that of existence & non-existence. But when one sees the
origination of the world as it actually is with right discernment, ‘nonexistence’ with reference to the world does not occur to one. When one
sees the cessation of the world as it actually is with right discernment,
‘existence’ with reference to the world does not occur to one.”
“By & large this world is in bondage to attachments, clingings
(sustenances), & biases. But one such as this does not get involved with or
clinging to these attachments, clingings, fixations of awareness, biases, or
obsessions; nor is he involved in ‘my self.’ He has no uncertainty or doubt
that, when there is arising, only stress is arising; and that when there is
passing away, only stress is passing away. In this, one’s knowledge is
dependent on others. It is to this extent, Kaccayna, that there is right
view.”
“‘Everything exists’ that is one extreme. ‘Everything does not exist’: that
is a second extreme. Avoiding these two extremes, the Dhamma teaches
the middle way:
From ignorance as a requisite condition come fabrications …Such is
the origination of this entire mass of stress & suffering.
Now from the remainder less fading & cessation of that very
ignorance comes the cessation of fabrication…From the cessat- ion
of clinging/sustenance come the cessation of birth, then aging &
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, distress, & despair all cease. Such
is the cessation of this entire mass of stress & suffering.”
With regard to human psyche and human behaviour5, the above passages, which deal
essentially with different realities help to strengthen the statements made earlier. To the
Buddha existence (materiality) and non-existence contribute to shaping this world. This
5

The scope of this study tries to avoid any unanswered questions left by Buddhism like Niravana
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existence-&-non-existence world still exists but our reality changes whenever our
interaction with it changes. It is clear that the reality of things as ordinary humans see
them, which is produced by the polarity of existence and non-existence, in which our
bondage to attachment, clinging and & biases are conditioned and sustained, can become
the reality of things as they are, whenever those attachments are removed from that
polarity of existence and non-existence world. Again as the Buddha said, the reality of
such bondage obtained by someone becomes touched by illusion if he allows himself to
be defiled with such an affliction. The Buddha argued that reality for us is shaped by our
interaction with phenomena; this reality is subject to change as the interaction changes.
This also means that even the Buddha, who seeks to understand things as they are, did not
drop subjectivity or objectivity from his exploration. The middle way is where existence
is not removed, nor is non-existence removed, but the pattern of our interaction in these
worlds are reorganised in term of experience and behaviour.
If we compare the first part of the chain of dependent origination (ignorance) with
the last part of the chain of conditions (cessation of suffering) in isolation from other
Buddhist doctrine, it appears that obtaining wisdom depends on inverting the chain of
ignorance with the chain of cessation or the chain of empty space. Actually this view is
confused and too extreme; according to the Buddha this view will lead to failure to attain
wisdom. In other teaching the Buddha said:
“What, monks, is dependent arising? Dependent upon birth, monks, is
decay and death, whether the Tathagatas were to arise or whether the
Tathagata were not to arise. This element, this status of phenomena, this
orderliness of phenomena, this interdependence has remained. That
Tathagata comes to know and realize, and having known and released, he
describes it, sets it forth, makes it known, establishes it, discloses it,
analyses it, clarifies it, saying look.”(S.2.25)
“There is still rebirth, there is old age, and there is death, and grief,
lamentation, suffering, sorrow and despair, the destruction of which even
in this life I announce.” (M.63)
From the above passages it is obvious that there is no attempt to remove entire conditions
from the chain of DO. According to the Buddha there is a curtain of ignorance that
conceals the inner world of DO. By seeing this curtain as unreal, by seeing that there is an
inner world of DO, by acting in the way one is led by seeing the inner world of DO, one
attains wisdom. At this point the Buddha becomes an idealist. By considering this world
as the world of matter (concrete objects that can be observed) and “seeing” and self
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experiment as the most important tool to gain wisdom, the Buddha becomes a realist. The
Buddha’s middle approach is a synthesis of realism and idealism.
There is no attempt to remove entire conditions form the chain of that which
causes ignorance. In fact, according to the Buddha, what we are and what defines how we
act are the operations of the mind whose engine is matter. Even so there is still room for
us to see something and act toward that thing as it is, by a combination of modified
idealism and observation. What is needed is to remove from our mind and body the
negative forces, and replace them with positive ones, and if those we have are positive,
leave them as they are. That is to say while ignorance is caused by the presence of
attachment, clinging, and biases, fixations of awareness, or obsessions; if we can let go of
this view in our interpretation of the world, we can see a thing as it is. Also therefore the
assumption is that the fundamental concepts of middle path have nothing to with
absolutism or rather, the absolute mind. This middle-path would suggest that in order to
gain wisdom or rather to see things as they are and to act towards things as they are, has
nothing to do with eliminating the chain of DO, although this chain is still the cause of
ignorance, or in modern terminology, superstition. This is because it is impossible for us
to do so while all things, including mind-object relations, are interconnected. As
originally stated by the Buddha, the middle path demands integration.
4.2.4 Buddhist System Theory and Einstein’s Relativity Theory:
Toward a synthetic approach
“Like Albert Einstein, the Buddha was a person concerned with nothing
less than the nature of reality itself. A non-Buddhist may be surprised at
this phrasing, since the primary figures in the major world religions are
usually viewed by their devotees as semi-deities or gods. The Buddha did
not consider himself to be more "holy" than any other human being, nor
did he insist that his words be taken as law; his parting advice from his
deathbed - don't accept anything as true until you test it for yourself,
including my own teaching, illustrates his true role: that of a scientific
empiricist. In fact, scholars sometimes refer to the Buddha as the first
psychologist” (Niimi, 2002)
So far we are familiar with the Buddhist doctrines of (1) karma, (2) no-self, and (3)
impermanency. These doctrines are derived from the doctrine of DO. Accordingly the
philosophical processes of these doctrines are premised on DO. Also how the Buddha
viewed reality in terms of DO, which allows him to find the middle path, has already been
presented in the preceding chapter. In this section we will find that some western
physicists proclaim the links between the Buddhist doctrine of No-self and Einstein’s
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Relativity theory. We expect that the conceptualisation of the comparative relationship
between Buddhist philosophy and western theory of relativity will help to reveal the
insights of DO, before suggesting a synthesis of Buddhist philosophy with western
thought6.
Einstein is the chief architect of 20th century physics. He was often called "the
prince of physicists”, "the master guru of science" and "the father of the Atomic Age".
Albert Einstein is indisputably a towering figure not only of the world of science but also
of 20th century culture. His theories, first thought to be bizarre and unreal, have survived
the rigorous tests of many and elaborate experiments. Much of his work had produced
spin-offs that have touched many aspects of our lives. Amongst them are nuclear energy,
nuclear weapons, lasers, black holes and an expanding universe. It is strange that
Einstein's science is more relevant today than during his lifetime. It has also literally
touched everyone's life in one way or another. This is the main reason why every
educated person has a sense of the Einstein heritage (Choi, 2004).
Perhaps Einstein himself was aware of the relationship between Buddhism and his
relativity theory. Einstein said:
“If there is any religion that would cope with modern scientific needs it
would be Buddhism. […] The religion of the future should transcend a
personal God and avoid dogma and theology. Covering both natural and
spiritual, it should be based on a religious sense arising from the
experience of all things natural and spiritual as a meaningful unity.
Buddhism answers this description…If ever there is any religion that
would cope with modern scientific needs it would be Buddhism.”
(Albert Einstein, cited in Dhamanda, 1992:46)
Actually it is clear that contemporary western physicists like Mendel Sachs (1983) and
Bharucha proclaim the harmony that links Buddhism to Einstein’s theories of modern
science. Bharucha said, “Buddhist thought can provide a consistent and relevant
philosophical background to the theories of contemporary science” (Bharucha, 1992:134).
Sachs (1983:398) a theoretical physicist stated that what was interesting about
Buddhism, from a Western perspective is that there are some very interesting mutual
ideas in the Buddhist idea of no-self, and perhaps the Buddha’s middle path and the
fundamental view of matter according to Einstein’s theory of general relativity. Sachs
6

This thesis has little to do with modern physics. Any presentation available in this section is just a
conceptual map based on philosophical discussions derived from western views of reality that will help us
to understand to some extent the insight of Buddhist doctrine. I expect that this discussion at elementary
level will be a message that will encourage Cambodian students of philosophy and physics to further study
this issue.
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added, that Einstein’s wave-monism approach to matter in contemporary physics, would
be an ontological rather than an epistemological field of quantum theory. “The theory of
relativity viewed as a theory of elementary matter, fully utilizing its axiomatic basis,
states

that matter must be represented most fundamentally

by a continuous field,

without singularities—an undifferentiated whole—similar to theBu- dda his concept of
no-self:
“The ‘observed’ wave-like behavior of matter is then a direct logical
consequence of this model. Further, it is in the nature of this abstract field
(the matter wave) that under special circumstances it manifests itself in a
way that gives the outward appearance of "things." Still, it should be
recognized that the underlying field of matter is not, ontologically, a
collection of "things," just as a disturbed pond is not a collection of
(separable) constituent ripples. Rather, the field of matter is closer in its
meaning
to the elementarity of process, representing fundamental
relations, rather than relata. Thus its meaning is indeed closer to the
no-self of Buddhistic philosophy.” (Ibid.).
Sharing the same view on the comparative relationship between Buddhist conception of
reality to western dynamics, S. Radhakrishnan(cited in Bharuch,1992:140) claims, “A
wonderful philosophy of dynamism was formulated by the Buddha 2,500 years ago.[…]
Impressed with the transitoriness of objects, the ceaseless mutation and transformation of
things, the Buddha formulated a philosophy of change. He deduces substance, souls,
monads, things to forces, movements, sequences and process and adopts a dynamic
conception of reality”. Also it is clear that when we know that Buddhism views the
universe as a dynamic entity in an eternal state of flux, quantum field theory considers
physical phenomena as transient manifestations of an underlying fundamental unity
(Bharucha, 1992:140)
From our understanding the Buddha and Einstein have similar conceptions of the
nature of humanness and the universe. While the Buddha sees this world as a contiguous
dynamic flow or flux, which becomes a manifestation of dynamic contiguous flow of
non-differentiations through an objective perspective of corporeality between mind and
matter, Einstein’s view is always aware of the unity and mutual interaction of all events
(ibid, 138), and that we are part of the same mono-wave. Einstein said:
“We are part of the same waves. A man must be aware of the state of his
body, of his feelings, of the state of his mind and of the state of his mental
objects. All matter is made of waves and we live in a world of waves.”
With regard to Einstein’s statement above, we can imagine, if the Buddha met Einstein,
the Buddha might reply to him, “Yes, we are part of the same dependent origination,
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which is the chain of karma (action), a man must be aware of the corporeality of his form,
his feeling, his perception, his mental fabrications, his consciousness. All matter and mind
is made of dependent origination; we live in world of dependent origination; and that
chain of dependent origination is moving, revolving, and evolving around us.”
Like the Buddha, Einstein sees self, time, and space as myth since those are only
mental constructs. The real thing for them is the interconnection of reality, the system that
is not separable. Both of them proclaim that it is impossible for us to see things untouched
by our own view since the observer and the observed are within the same entity. This
means when we see things our mind influences the way we see it. For both of them, all is
relative.
While Einstein’s general relativity theory shows us that the concept of space
detached from any physical content does not exist (Einstein cited in Thomas J.
McFarlane, 2002) the Buddha said “If there is only empty space, with no suns nor planets
in it, then space loses its substantiality” (ibid). While Einstein declared

“Physical

concepts are free creations of the human mind, and are not, however it may seem,
uniquely determined by the external world”, the Buddha teaches us that all such notions
as causation, succession, and primary elements...are all figments of the imagination and
manifestations of the mind. According to the Buddha, by becoming attached to names and
forms, not realising that they have no more basis than the activities of the mind itself,
error arises and the way to emancipation is blocked. And for Einstein, time and again the
passion for understanding led to the illusion that man is able to comprehend the objective
world rationally, by pure thought, without any empirical foundations; in short, by
metaphysics.
Again concerning mental architecture, Einstein presents an interesting view on the
characteristics of thinking thus:
“In our thinking...we attribute to this concept of the bodily object a
significance, which is to a high degree independent of the sense impression
which originally gives rise to it. This is what we mean when we attribute
to the bodily object "a real existence." ...By means of such concepts and
mental relations between them, we are able to orient ourselves in the
labyrinth of sense impressions. These notions and relations...appear to us
as stronger and more unalterable than the individual sense experience
itself, the character of which as anything other than the result of an illusion
or hallucination is never completely guaranteed.”(Ibid)
And we will find a similar view on this thinking given by the Buddha:
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“I teach that the multitudinousness of objects have no reality in themselves
but are only seen of the mind and, therefore, are of the nature of maya and
a dream. ...It is true that in one sense they are seen and discriminated by
the senses as individualized objects; but in another sense, because of the
absence of any characteristic marks of self-nature, they are not seen but are
only imagined. In one sense they are graspable, but in another sense, they
are not graspable.”
As we have mentioned already earlier, to the Buddha sees the world as concealed in a
curtain of ignorance, the mind-made world. Like the Buddha, Einstein sees superstition as
something that prevents us from understanding the real essence of the natural law. Both
of them believed that, through the struggle against ignorance in this world we can learn to
see things as they are, which are still under the influence of our minds but now they can
be free from bias, or attachment. This view is further expressed in A.E. Orange’s quote
(cited in Rackham and Bertagnolli, 1988:179):
“We assume all too readily that observation comes by nature; that we are
born naturally observant. But the truth is that most of us are born lazy, and
observation beyond the necessity of life has been too great for voluntary
exertion. The result is that we live in a world of which we know little more
than a dog or a cat; we are familiar with a few things from long
association; we have a nodding acquaintance with a number of other
things; but as far our scientific observation of them goes, we can scarcely
be said to be even curious.”
The fact that Buddhism shares its ideas on the inseparable entity of the universe
with Einstein’s relativity theory is a good indication that Buddhist epistemology
can be integrated with western ontology. Frederick M Farrar (1997) emphasises
the point in this way:
“Soon people began to look at the philosophical foundations of science
itself in search of an answer. This was very much in the spirit of the times
as nuclear physics was at the same time beginning to hit upon a similar
problem. The act of observation was affecting the results of research. By
artificially excluding the observer from the observed there resulted a
distortion. Cognitive scientists began to realise that the main reason it had
seemed necessary to try to explain mind in terms of material processes was
that the initial theoretical assumptions themselves had excluded it in the
first place. The irony is that Rene Descartes had only encouraged this
attitude to avoid subjective bias in scientific findings. Justified though his
caution was his method proved to be a fundamental obstacle when it came
to studying both subjectivity itself and microphysics. And so the path was
opened up to the development of systems of phenomenology and
psychology, which sought to explore the ground which Cartesian science
could not. And though the latter often complained and bellyached at the
supposedly unscientific nature of the new fields opening up, its days of
unchallenged hegemony within the scientific establishment were over.”
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Threrefore the assumption is that while Buddhism has been trying to explain mind
of material process for more that two thousand years; it is possible to integrate
Buddhism to western sciences.
The middle path of the Buddha would suggest that whatever we experience in
daily life is ideal, and this ideal world, is touched by our bondage, our attachment, our
clinging (sustenance), & biases, fixations and obsessions, conflict caused by craving,
desires, especially those which sustain the awareness of self. These attachments will not
allow us to see the world as it is, since these forces will influence the way we interpret
our world, and we cannot understand the true essence of this universe. Knowledge
produced in this way, touched by bias, will not allow us to see the truth. In
Ariyapariyesanasutta(M.I) the Buddha said, one subject to birth will search for birth, one
subject to decay will search for decay, one subject to illness will search for illness; one
subject to death will search for death; one subject to grief, will search for grief, one with
defilements will search for defilement. This clearly means that we cling to bias and self,
we do whatever is necessary to fulfill the need of our desirs, and we aim to sustain the life
of the self. When we attempt research, at some point in the project, we will look for only
what pleases, or fits, and reject what seems unattractive or does not fit with what is
needed. Another example is that in some respects most Cambodian people worship the
Buddha, not for his ethical teaching, but because they expect that the Buddha, who is for
them a holy supernatural being, possessing magical power, can give them a lucky life.
Some people hope that the Buddha can help them to win the lottery. Others believe that
they will born well in the next life, if fact that is just the way they interpret their own
world as influenced by their desire to live longer, and to continue to enjoy pleasure, and
to sustain the life of the self.

In the West, they

would say that this conventional perception is "superstition" whereas a more accurate and
deeper understanding of things is called “science” In fact there is a similar distinction in
Buddhism. The everyday perception is conventional (in which we think there are Selves,
etc.) and the deeper perception/understanding comes through the dhamma (and the mental
training of the dhamma allows us to see ultimate realities, like DO and the five
aggregates, beneath the conventional perceptions). In this way dhamma is like physics or
other sciences because it reveals the hidden causes (Asma: 2004, personal
communication). In that way, the middle path has become the most important
methodology for research since it suggests that we must remove our bias, our clinging to
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self-sustenance from our process of research, and only then will we be able to see things
as they are. Although we recreate them, this is still acceptable. At this point the Buddha’s
approach is close to western methods of scientific investigation, which are expressed by
Jacob Bronowski(edited by Hunt, 1990) in his work Creative Mind below:
“Reality is not an exhibit for man’s inspection, labeled “Do not touch.”
There are no appearances to be photographed, no experiences to be copied,
in which we do not take part. Science like art is not a copy of nature but a
re-creation of her. We re-remake nature by the act of discovery, in the
poem or in the theorem. And the great poem and the deep theorem are new
to every reader, and yet are his own experiences, because he himself recreates them. They are the mark of unity in variety; and in the instant when
the mind seizes this for itself, in art or in science, the heart misses a beat.”
Concerning self, the Buddha and Einstein viewed self as nothing more than our wrong
conception of nature. This self is produced by the weakness of our mental construct.
Einstein said:
“[we are in a]contiguous flow of reality, thus there is no what we call self.
The perceived human being is a part of this whole, called by us 'Universe',
a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and
feelings as something separated from the rest–a kind of optical delusion of
consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our
personal desires and to apportion for a few persons nearest to us. Our task
must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its
beauty.”
None of the Buddha’s teaching fails to be concerned with life, the world as seen by
human beings, although his goal is to explain the world as it is. This is clearly expressed
in the doctrine of DO, or more clearly in the doctrine of the middle path. This is also
explained by David Kalupahana (1992:21) in following sentence “the Buddha was willing
to recognize the limitations of human knowledge and provide a reasonable description of
truth and reality without reaching out for ultimate reality objectivity. Narasu in his work
Essence of Buddhism (cited in Bharucha, 1992:135) said, “The most striking feature of
Buddhism is that it eschew all hypotheses regarding the unknown and concerns itself
wholly with the facts of life in the present work-a-day world.” Similarly, when Einstein
was asked to comment on scientific technology, he emphasised that in the midst of one’s
equations and diagrams one should not forget human welfare.
In brief, Buddha and Einstein share some parallel ideas in terms of their views of
reality. The comparison above helps us to understand more about the essence of
Buddhism especially the doctrine of DO, that can be divided into the law of karma, the
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law of impermanency, and the law of no-self. The Buddha and Einstein’s assumptions are
proposed not only to help us to understand the world we live in, but to demonstrate that
they have become a generic methodology for the investigation of natural and social
phenomena in a scientific way. So far there have been some suggestions from western
scientist Bharucha, who has attempted to show that perhaps the Buddha’s middle path
runs parallel with Einstein’s combination of observation and ideas. Although this thesis
does not question Bharucha’s statement, we would only suggest that a synthesis of
Buddha’s middle path with Einstein’s approach is a better term.
In fact the fundamental principle of Einstein’s approach is founded on the view
that the theory always determines what is observed for the observers and the observed are
relative. According to relativity physics the observer profoundly influences the observed
entity and therefore, various observers get widely different results in their measurements
of the objects of their study; however in spite of these differences, various observers may
still study the universe with equal success and can agree on what is to be called the law
(Bharucha, 1992:138). Then the question arises how can we produce that kind of
knowledge? One of the most important tools Einstein used is the so-called thought
experiment, the method that Einstein derived from Galileo, the famous physicist, whose
own relativity theory still survives in Einstein’s relativity theory. Galilean transformations
stated that the time-interval and space-interval are the same. This assumption was verified
by Einstein in his investigations.
Galileo Galilei is granted the honour of being the first modern scientist. Galilei
stated that the nature of objects is motion. He refuted the notion that things can naturally
be in a state of rest. He demonstrated that there is only one system of mechanics and
dynamics operative both on earth and in the heavens. In creating a new unified view of
the cosmos, like the Buddha, he became our contemporary (Leris, 2004).
It is thought that in 1582 Galileo watched a swinging lamp from a long rope in
Pisa Cathedral. By timing the swing against his pulse he found that their period hardly
changed, however far the lamp was swinging (ibid). For the history of modern science,
this marks the birth of the Physics of Pendulums. Roger Newton said, “The physics of the
harmonic oscillator–that is, Galileo's pendulum–leads far beyond a mere device for
making accurate clocks,” “These oscillators have been found to be the basis not only of
what we hear as the sound of music and see as the colors of light but, via the quantum
theory, of what we understand as the fabric of the universe. Without oscillators, there
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would be no particles–no air to breathe, no fluids to sustain life and no solid matter to
form the Earth(Newton,2004).”
The popular image of Galileo is of his dropping objects from the leaning Tower of
Pisa to prove that all objects have the same rate of acceleration. This event probably never
happened.. More important was his utilisation of thought experiments. He imagined two
objects falling through a vacuum at the same rate. No such vacuum existed until some
sixty to eighty years after Galileo thought it into existence. And, when put to the actual
test, objects fell as Galileo imagined. By his own admission, the thought experiments
Einstein constructed to develop his notion of relativity owe much to Galileo (Leris, 2004:
31).
Galileo, Einstein and the Buddha, understood the crucial role of observation and
of the insight, which arises in searching for the ’truth’ of nature. It is believed that the
Buddha as young prince observed the activities of various creatures around him. One day
he saw a lizard, which was crawling out from a crevice in the earth, catching and eating
working ants. Shortly after, a snake approached, killed the lizard by biting through its
head, and swallowed it. Just at this moment, the prince was astonished to see a hawk
suddenly descend from the sky, seize the snake, tear it apart and eat it. Having observed
this, the prince came to realise that although he was very happy now, a great suffering
covered mankind and all beings (Gunapayutta, 1997:34-5). While Siddhartha continued to
sit and meditate under a tree, at dusk he heard a group of girls singing on their way to the
city accompanied by a lute: “With the strings too loose, the lute does not sound. Tighten
the strings too much, they will break apart. Not too loose, not too tight, the lute sounds
beautiful!” Siddhartha was deeply moved by the girl’s song. And this marked the
emergance of the Buddha’s middle path when he decided to stop practicing asceticism
and only continue his mental search for ultimate truth. It should be noted that the Buddha
was very skilful in using metaphor and simile in explaining his words. These are only
some examples of the fact that the Buddha has employed imaginative ways of thinking,
whose relationship with the Western imagination should be further investigated.
In 1905, Albert Einstein took up the question of what might properly be
understood by space and time. He assumed a system of a point at rest with respect to each
other and to a system of coordinate axes. This means merely that an observer attached to
the system and measuring distance with scale finds no evidence of motion. In his first
investigation, Einstein assumed the system of point and coordinated axes at rest or
moving with constant velocity in a region free from gravity. Such a system is called
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Galilean. And of course Galilean transformation theory, i.e. the time-interval and spacetime measurements made are the same for all inertial observers, and have relevance to
Einstein’s investigation of this Galilean or restricted or special theory of relativity. In
Relativity: The Special and General Theory a work by Einstein translated into English by
Robert W. Lawson (New York 1920), dealing with the restricted or special theory of
relativity (Galilean system theory) Einstein applies it to bodies moving in a uniform way
with constant speed and direction. Using for illustration a train traveling along an
embankment—Einstein showed how the relativity principle differs from the familiar
concepts of space, time, speed distance, and the movement of light. He assures us that for
practical, everyday purposes the established law of Galileo, Sir Isaac Newton, [and
Euclid] still hold true(Lawson ,1920).
Special Relativity proposed that distance and time are not absolute. The ticking
rate of a clock depends on the motion of the observer of that clock; likewise for the length
of a "yard stick." Published in 1915, General Relativity proposed that gravity, as well as
motion, can affect the intervals of time and of space. The key idea of General Relativity,
called the Equivalence Principle, is that gravity pulling in one direction is completely
equivalent to an acceleration in the opposite direction. (A car accelerating forwards feels
just like sideways gravity pushing you back against your seat).
Actually in the West, an area of research in semiophysics, which seeks to explore
the relationship between dynamics to mental architecture owes much to Galileo and
Einstein’s relativity theory. In this section we will apply the quantum mechanical model
of a Galilean pendulum clock as developed in Einstein’s investigation for relativity theory
introduced above to the interpretation of the Buddhist doctrine of no- self or rather DO.
We expect that this will be an effective model of the Buddhist doctrine of no-self, which
will be an example of how to integrate Buddhism with Western science. However due to
the limitation of this thesis, the presentation of this model is only purposed to inform
readers about the comparative relation between Einstein and Galileo’s models of principle
relating to pendulum clocks and the Buddhist doctrine of no-self. We can use this
comparison so that further investigations will be possible on the issues in order to
develop our understanding of mental architecture. In the appendix to this thesis we can
find the connection of this account with the contemporary school of new cognitivism.
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Figure 4.2: Model of the chain of DO or the Chain of No-Self on the Basis of
Pendulum Clock7
With regard to our model of DO using the image of the pendulum, it demonstrates the
transition within the mind from the pre-conceptual, structured domain to the conceptual,
unstructured domain. This movement is operated by the dynamic projections of one’s
mental

architecture

containing

overlapping

many-to-one

and

one-to-many

relationships(Miers,1992)8, that result in our awareness of our own being and functioning
with reference to the self. We are conscious of our self as if our self is in a state of rest as
if, for example, we are tied to the long hand of a big clock. We seem to be at rest if we
close our eyes. In fact the long hand of the clock is moving from one point to another.
And even the surface of the clock itself is swinging through every point of time. This is a
metaphor that our self is continuously moving from one state to another state, like the
hands of the clock move from one point of time to another.

7

The original version of this picture is available at
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/on-line/huygens/page4.asp (accessed Agust,2004)
8
Further discussion is available on Appendix 2, page 82
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In the West it is Einstein and Galileo, followed by other scientists of the age that strongly
support the idea of using imagination (thought experiments) in searching for natural laws:
“When I examine myself and my methods of thought, I come to the
conclusion that the gift of fantasy has meant more to me than my talent for
absorbing positive knowledge.
Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited,
whereas imagination embraces the entire world.” (Einstein)
Currently scientists are increasingly realizing that in order to discover a rational solution
or logical conception to a problem, one needs to combine the ‘left-brain’ models of
detached observation (comparing and contrasting, defining, classifying, and analyzing)
with the institutive ‘right-brain’ models of creative play (direct analogies, personal
analogies, fantasy analogies, and symbolic analogies 9). One who has a full range of
mental tools or some combination, will provide us with strategies for approaching almost
any type of issue we may ever be confronted with. These are strategies for thinking, for
exploring, for discovering (Rackham and Bertagonlli, 1988:259). And of course Einstein
employed these strategies, by combining his left-brain models and his right-brain models.
Furthermore, although it is said that of the two methods of acquiring knowledge available
to the human beings the Buddha used the right brain centered intuition method, whereas
the western approach to acquiring knowledge used more analytical methods
(Dharmawardena, 2004), the Buddha’s doctrine of a middle path, will suggest that
Buddha also compared and contrasted, defined, classified, and analysed the system of his
experience in his own history. This means the Buddha also used different thought models
as Einstein did.
In order to find a solution to a problem Einstein said that we cannot solve the
problem with the same kind of thinking that has created the problem. These ideas were
also proposed by the Buddha and were repeated again and again. One method of problem
solving has been developed by William J.J Gorn and a team of scientists, inventors, and
psychologists, and is called ‘synectics’. The term derives from Greek and means simply
to join different and seemingly irrelevant parts together (Rackham and Bertagnolli,
1988:256). Accordingly this method allows us to synthesise Buddhist philosophy with
modern science. We expect that these ideas would not have been rejected by Jacob
9

See appendix 8.
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Bronowski since he claimed that the discoveries of science, and works of art are an
exploration—more, are explosions, of a hidden likeness. The discoverer and the artist
present two aspects of nature and fuse them into one.
Einstein himself proposed the idea of synthesising a religion like Buddhism with
science. He proclaimed:
“Religion without science is crippled, while science without religion is
blind”.
“Science can only ascertain what is, but not what should be, and outside of
its main value judgments of all kinds remain necessary. Religion, on the
other hand, deals only with evaluations of human thought and action: it
cannot justifiably speak of facts and relationships between facts... Science
can only be created by those who are thoroughly imbued with the
aspiration toward truth and understanding. This source of feeling,
however, springs from the sphere of religion. To this there also belongs the
faith in the possibility that the regulations valid for the world of existence
are rational, that is, comprehensible to reason. I cannot conceive of a
genuine scientist without that profound faith. The situation may be
expressed by an image: science without religion is lame, religion without
science is blind.”
From our understanding Buddhism is more than religion, but rather a school of humanity
related to natural law. Therefore a synthesis of Buddhism with western sciences creates a
school of ‘life in relation to nature.’ but not a school of natural sciences. In addition it is
clear that in the Buddha’s teaching of the Four Noble Truths in which he summarises the
essence of Buddhist onto-epistemology, he presents the relevance of Buddhism to
science10. With regard to Stcherbatsky’s discussion of the Buddhist concept of right
knowledge being equivalent to scientific knowledge (Stcherbasky, 1996:62-63) this
doctrine of the Buddha as well as others, deals with the distinction between what in the
West is called science versus superstition. The Buddha viewed this universe and analysed
mental and physical phenomena from an objective idealism. All of the approaches offered
by the Buddha in reconstructing the self can be defined as searching for the truth,
including the eight-fold path or the middle path or the four noble truths, and the third
noble truth (cessation of ignorance) is ideally objective. This concept of the world of the
Buddha can be described objectivly as modeled by Hegel to refer to the mind of a social
community or era, and is expressed in terms of law, morality and ethics. Actually the
Buddha discriminated between the objective mind and the subjective mind, which is
10

See appendix 5, page 89.
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referred to by Hegel as an individual mind and encompasses sensation, habit,
consciousness, perception, reason, desire, memory, imagination, and so on (cited in Teo:
2004). Although the Buddha tried to explain the difference between the objective mind
and right mind from subjective mind or ignorance in Buddhist terms, the Dharma still
provides an objective interpretation of humanness, but also offers a path towards
understanding the subjective interpretation of human creatures. At this point Buddhism
not only provides rational principles for studying humanness but also the non-rational
accounts of humanity. This shows that Buddhism can provide a good response to the need
to study social and cultural phenomena, in the contemporary humanist sciences, which
seek to understand not only the product of rational and objective minds but also the
product of the arbitrary mind of humanness. While contemporary western humanist
science is influenced by Einstein’s theories, which is ontology rather epistemology, and
Buddhism always does well in an epistemological sense, a synthesis of Buddhist
epistemology with Western ontology will provide an interesting model, which may make
a difference to the worldwide study of the science of humanities.

4.4 Dependent Origination: Towards a Theory of Meaning
Gautama got rid of even that shade of a show of permanent existence by a
metaphysical tour de force of great interest to the student of philosophy,
seeing that it supplies the wanting half of Bishop Berkeley’s well known
idealist argument. It is a remarkable indication of the subtlety of Indian
speculation that Gautama should have seen deeper than the greatest of
modern idealists. The tendency of enlightened thought of all today the
world over is not towards theology, but philosophy and psychology. The
bark of theological dualism is drifting into danger. The fundamental
principles of evolution and monism are being accepted by the thoughtful
Prof. Huxley
Those who think that Buddhism is interested only in lofty ideals, high
moral and philosophical thought, and ignore any social and economic
welfare of people, are wrong. The Buddha was interested in the happiness
of men. To him happiness was not possible without leading a pure life
based on moral and spiritual principles. But he knew that leading such a
life was hard in unfavorable material and social conditions. Ven.Dr. W.
Rahula, “What the Buddha Taught”
“I worship the Buddha because he is one of the greatest social criticizers”
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4.4.1 West Meets East
In the preceding section we became familiar with the parallels between the Buddhist
doctrines of DO, and Einstein’s relativity theory at the level of different schools of ontoepistemology. In this section we seek to find the relationship between applied theories of
those schools of philosophy through a study of the Buddhist doctrine of DO with the
symbolic interactionism of social psychology, which will seek to establish a link with
relativity theory through a combination of observation and idealism as shown earlier. In
this section western social psychologists may find helpful suggestions made by the
idealist and behavioral school of Buddhism on their methodologies for studying human
social and cultural phenomena.
Furthermore, it is worth examining that structuralism (or post-structuralism) and
its history can be traced back to the ‘Principia Mathematica’ by Newton in 1687, among
other famous works that marked a quest for the deep and enduring structures which preform natural and social behavior (Young, 1992). In the 19th century the dominant
philosophical system of this age had a fragmentary approach to reality, which prevented
scholars from getting beyond the immediate facts stated in language. To those
investigators, language was simply an inventory or mechanical sum of units used in
speaking. Piecemeal studies precluded the development of an insight into which the
fragmentary facts fitted. This atomistic conception of speech, reflected in the historical
studies of the comparative philologists, finally gave way to the functional and structural
concepts of language. Ferdinand de Saussure was among the first to see that language is a
self-contained system whose interdependent parts function and acquire value through
their relationships (Wade Baskin, preface to Saussure, 1966:xii).
Saussure and other structuralists like Clause Levi-Strauss share their ideas on the
interconnection of reality in terms of language with the Buddha’s doctrine of DO, which
treats language like any other system of cognition as an interconnection. While LeviStrauss introduces his notion of binary opposition, which appears to be similar to a
philosophical concept of the coincidence of oppositions, the Buddha see humanness as
shaped by the juxtaposition of clinging and repelling, which applies not only to
conceptual structures but also human behaviour. This issue will be further developed in
this section. Also in this section we will see how the Buddha’s teaching corresponds with
this western school of thought. In Claude Levi-Strauss’s statement cited below we can see
the strength of ideas on integrating subjective and objective interpretations of humanness
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in order to develop an effective approach for studying humanity and its social structures,
which in some respects give a green light for a Buddhist approach:
“My feeling is that modern science is not at all moving away from these
lost things [mythical thoughts, or the culture of humanist], but that more
and more it is attempting to reintegrate them in the field of scientific
explanation. The real gap, the real separation between science and what we
might as well call mythical thought for sake of finding a convenient name,
although it is not exactly that—the real separation occurred in the
seventeenth and the eighteen century. At that time, with Bacon, Descartes,
Newton, and others, it was necessary for science to build itself up against
the old generations of mythical and mystical thoughts, and it was thought
that science could only exist by turning its back upon the world of the
senses, the world we see, smell, test, and perceive; the sensory was a
delusive world, whereas the real world was world of mathematical
properties which could only be grasped by the intellect and which was
entirely at odds with the false testimony of the sense.[..] Now my
impression (and, of course, I talk not as a scientist—I am not a physicist, I
am not a biologist, I am not a chemist) is that contemporary science is
tending to overcome the gap, and the more and more, sense data are being
integrated into scientific explanation as something which has a meaning,
which has a truth, and which can be explained. Take, for instance, the
world of smells. We were accustomed to think that this was entirely
subjective, outside the world of science. Now the chemists are able to tell
us that each smell or each taste give us the reasons why subjectively some
smells or some tastes seem to us as having something in common and
some others seem widely different.” (Strauss, 1995:5-6)
We begin with a story from Tittha Sutta І Udana VI.
The Buddha tells a parable of a wise king who, when faced with similar
doctrinal disputes, gathered together several blind men who had no
previous experience with elephants. He asked one to feel the head of an
elephant, another to feel the tusk, another the trunk, another the body, and
another the end of the tail. Afterward the king gathered the men together
and asked each of them to describe an elephant. The man who had felt the
head reported to the group that an elephant is like a large water jar. The
fellow who felt the tusk disagreed, saying that an elephant is more like an
iron rod, and he who felt the trunk reported that the creature was more like
a bent plow pole, while he who felt the end of the tail announced, with
great conviction, that an elephant is like a broom’s bristles, and so on with
the other blind men, until they fell upon each other with quarrels and
fighting.
In his book The Te of Piglet (1992, cited in Kollock and O’Brein), Benjamin Hoff
recounts the following narratives based on the writings of the Chinese Taoist.
“A man noticed that his axe was missing. Then he saw his neighbour’s son
pass by. The boy looked like a thief, walked like a thief, behaved like a
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thief. Later day, the man found his axe where he had left it the day before.
The next time he saw the neighbor’s son; the boy looked, walked and
behaved like an honest, ordinary boy.”
The questions arise—What sort of reality do these stories lustrate? Is there any elephant,
whose form is like a large water jar, like an iron rod, like a bent plow pole, or is there
only one elephant as it is, and the perceptions of those men differ? Does the essence of
the neighbour’s boy change or the perception of the man change? The area of modern
science which is trying to answer questions like the ones above, is social psychology from
the perspective of so-called symbolic interactionism.
Symbolic interactionism is built principally upon the work of George Herbert
Mead (1863-1931) and Erving Goffman (1922-1982). Mead was interested in the social
production of identity. He examined the mechanisms that give rise to the self,
emphasising the processes of social interaction that contribute to its emergence. He was
thus interested not just in how people interpret the world but in the effects those
interpretations have upon them as social agents. In Mead's ‘social behaviorism’, the basis
of social life is the exchange of simple conditioned responses like gestures. These
conditioned responses are the operative features (Eric, 1998:34).
Symbolic interaction offers an alternative path, one that helps us to understand the
subjective interpretation of human beings. This school of behaviorism and idealism puts
emphasis on the social interaction between individuals as the production of reality for
each person, which is subject to changes and differentiations according to the context in
which this reality for each individuals, is practiced. Symbolic interactionism believes that
the possibility for our reality, humanness, and culture are in our ability for language,
which is not only a codified series of facts and possibility but also metaphor (Kellock and
O’Brien, 1994:xx-xxiv, 3-32). This school believes that it is the dynamic process of our
social interaction that develops our “self” and its cousins like identity, and individualised
life, and that determine the way we behave in our social space. On other words, symbolic
interaction considers meaning as the determiner of human behaviour (Blumer, cited in
Kellock and O’Brein,1994:54). Therefore according to symbolic interactionism, the world
we live in is nothing more than naming; it is a mental construct. Absolute reality is a myth
for symbolic interactionism, since this world is relativistic. What we see, what we behave
are touched by our own ways of interpretation. Herbert Blumer, a sociologist at the
University of California, Berkely (ibid, 49) said, “Human beings act toward things on the
basis of the meanings that the things have for them”. Herbert Blumer (Fine,1990), writing
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in the 1960s, suggested three basic premises for a social science. The first premise is that
the term symbolic interactionism is an approach to the study of human behaviour and
society. The other two are:
The second premise is that the meaning of things is derived from, or arises
out of, the social interaction that one has with one’s fellows. The third
premise is that these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an
interpretive process used by [persons] in dealing with the things [they]
encounter.
Kollock and Brien (1994:54) provide an interesting summary of the above statement as:
1. Humans act toward things based on the meaning they assign to the thing.
2. Meaning are socially derived, which, is to say that meaning is not inherent in a
state of nature. There is no absolute meaning. Meaning is negotiated through interaction
with others.
3. The perception and interpretation of social symbols are modified by the
individual’s own thought processes.
What is interesting is that for more than two thousand years, Buddhism has been
offering a methodology for an exploration of the social foundation of mind, self, and
culture, that runs parallel with the western school of thought mentioned above. The ideas
of Buddhism have presented a basic concept of humanness in term of not only negative
nature, but also some very modest proposals for reconstruction of humanness on the basis
of a synthesis of behaviour and mental contructs. In the first story presented earlier the
Buddha explained the two lessons of this parable. First we see that human understanding
is based on perspective; it is subjective in the sense that our personal experiences shape
the way we perceive reality. But reality and the truth are bigger than any one perspective.
Secondly, we see how attached we are to our particular perspectives, even to the point of
fighting over them. Our egos lead us to be more concerned with winning the debate, than
actually knowing the truth. But here is the important part: there is only ONE elephant
(Asma, personal comunication).
In Lakkhana Sutta(A. III,2.) the Buddha teaches how to observe the behaviour of
individuals in society. This is an example of a behavioural approach adopted by the
Buddha:
"Monks, a fool is characterized by his/her actions. A wise person is
characterized by his/her actions. It is through the activities of one's life that
one's discernment shines.
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"A person endowed with three things is to be recognized as a fool. Which
three? Bodily misconduct, verbal misconduct, mental misconduct. A
person endowed with these three things is to be recognized as a fool.
"A person endowed with three things is to be recognized as a wise person.
Which three? Good bodily conduct, good verbal conduct, good mental
conduct. A person endowed with these three things is to be recognized as a
wise person.
"Thus, monks, you should train yourselves: 'We will avoid the three things
that, endowed with which, one is to be recognized as a fool. We will
undertake & maintain the three things that, endowed with which, one is to
be recognized as a wise person.' That's how you should train yourselves."
The Buddha is generally understood as concerned with self, in particular self-observation,
which has to with insight. Actually this view is confused. To the Buddha neither insight
only nor the external world only is the subject for observation. The Buddha’s doctrine of
no-self suggests that it is the corporeality between inner world and external world that is
observed. This means in order to gain knowledge we must observe external concrete
objects as well. The above passage should be an example of the fact that for the Buddha,
in order to understand someone’s view; requires the observation of his behaviour and
conduct, because his actions are determined by his mind. The above passage shows us
that the Buddha accepts that the views of individuals differ from one person to person;
likewise the behaviours determined by different views differ from one to another.
According to William Mcugall(2001) human conduct, which in its various spheres
is the topic with which all social sciences are concerned, is a type of a wider
phenomenon, namely, behaviour. Conduct is the behaviour of self-conscious and rational
beings; it is the highest type of behaviour; and, if we desire to understand conduct, we
must first achieve some adequate conception of behaviour in general and must then
discover in what ways conduct, the highest type, differs from all lower types of
behaviour. Mcugall added that we form our notion of behaviour by the observation of the
movements of living things; and, in order to understand this notion, we must discover in
what ways behaviour is distinguished from all merely physical or mechanical movements.
If in our imagination we construct a scale of types of behaviour ranging from the simplest
to the most complex, we find that at all levels of complexity behaviour presents four
peculiar marks:
1. The creature does not merely move in a certain direction, like an inert mass
impelled by external force; its movements are quite incapable of being described
in the language with which we describe mechanical movements; we can only
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describe them by saying that the creature strives persistently towards an end. For
its movements do not cease when it meets with obstacles, or when it is subjected
to forces which tend to deflect it: such obstacles and such opposition rather
provoke still more forcible striving, and this striving only terminates upon the
attainment of its natural end; which end is generally some change in its relation to
surrounding objects, a change that sub-serves the life of the individual creature of
its species
2. The striving of the creature is not merely a persistent pushing in a given
direction; though the striving persists when obstacles are encountered, the kind
and direction of movement are varied again and again so long as the obstacle is
not overcome. Behaviour is a persistent trial or striving towards an end, with, if
necessary, variation of the means employed for its attainment.
3. In behaviour the whole organism is involved. Every action that we recognize as
an instance of behaviour is not merely a partial reaction, such as the reflex
movement of a limb, which seems to be of a mechanical or quasi-mechanical
character; rather, in every case of behaviour, the energy of the whole organism
seems to be concentrated upon the task of achieving the end: all its parts and
organs are subordinated to and co-coordinated with the organs primarily involved
in the activity.
4. The fourth mark of behaviour is equally characteristic and probably equally
universal with the other three, though it is less easily observed; it is, namely, that,
although, on the recurrence of a situation which has previously evoked behaviour,
the creature may behave again in a very similar manner, yet the activity is not
repeated in just the same fashion as on the previous occasion (as is the case with
mechanical processes, except in so far as the machine has been in some degree
worn out on the former occasion); there is as a rule some evidence of increased
efficiency of action, of better adaptation of the means adopted to the end sought—
the process of gaining the end is shortened, or in some other way exhibits
increased efficiency in sub-serving the life of the individual or of the species(ibid,
338-40)
With regard to the concept of conduct and behaviour, the Buddha defines all momentary
actions of individuals or social body, which are observable, in one term: karma. The
fundamental principle of conduct and behaviour of individuals and society put forward is
divided into three classes. Each of these classes is observable, whether they are physical
forces or mental. They are:
•Bodily conduct: Action, and livelihood
•Verbal conduct: Speech
•Mental conduct: effort, awareness, thought, understanding and concentration
Western concepts of behaviour only emphasise bodily conduct and verbal conduct. In
Buddhism these conducts exist in terms of their interconnection. According to the Buddha
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nothing is isolated. To the Buddha the individual’s conduct is a part of the social
behavioral structure. The individual’s reality is a part of the social reality in which every
one shares. To live is to share. Individuals and social structures share with each other
their philosophy of performance and seeing through what western social psychology calls
symbolic interaction. According to the Buddha the structure of conducts and reality for
individuals and social structures are governed by desires, which can be reduced into
“repelling and clinging”. In the Majjhima-Nikaya, the Buddha developed the
mechanisation of humanness, such as human personality and human behaviour thus:
If namely, when perceiving a visible form, a sound, or, taste, bodily
contact or ideas in the mind, the object is pleasant, one is attracted, and if
unpleasant one is repelled. Thus whatever kind of feeling one
experiences—pleasant, unpleasant or indifferent—one approves of and
cherishes the feeling and clings to it; and while doing so, lust springs up;
but lust for feelings means clinging to existence; and on clinging to
existence depends the process of becoming; on the process of becoming
depends future birth; and dependent on birth are decay and death, sorrow,
lamentation, pain, grief and despair. Thus arises this whole mass of
suffering. (M.38)
From the above passage, the Buddha would suggest that the behavioural structure of
individuals and their social structure do not move in a particular direction, but its
direction is always changing as they are always chasing after what will fulfill the need of
their desire, they chase for pleasure, and they are trying to escape from what disappoints
their desire. Whenever there is clinging and repelling, there is a possibility of
juxtaposition between the two opposing forces, which leads to conflict that occurs not
only in an individual’s sphere of personality, but also in the social reality, that leads to
conflict in society and culture as well. These ideas can be traced back to the observation
of an animal that has had an electric shock. It will not venture beyond a specific area but
will continue to stay within the boundaries even if the electric fence is removed (Kellock
and O’Brien, 1994:11).
In the 18th and 19th centuries several philosophers were interested in the question
of how to establish forms of government that would provide peace and order for as many
people as possible. These thinkers lived in times characterised by the upheaval and rapid
change forged by the Industrial Revolution. Their recent history was that of the many
being ruled by the few. In order to theorize about how alternative forms of government
might work, these philosophers who included Thomas Hobbes, Jeremy Bentham, John
Stuart Mill, and Adam Smith, began with an assumption based on the writing of Aristotle.
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This assumption is that humans are both intelligent and selfish and will achieve their
desires through reasoned thought and corresponding action. This movement of
philosophy is called Utilitarianism. This school believed that conflict arises when people
attempt to satisfy their own desires and pleasure and pursue scarce resources by
exploiting and injuring others. Actually this school of philosophy is the perspective on
which social psychologists addressed questions about how social order is possible among
people with competing interests and how people establish power over others in order to
get what they want (ibid, 8-9).
In fact what is called utilitarianism in the west can be traced back to Buddhism,
more than two thousand years ago. In the Buddha’s teaching cited above the term
suffering could be interpreted as humanness shaped by conflict caused by desires that
occur within the interaction between individuals. According to the Buddha as far as
humanness is concerned whatever human creatures possess—whether rationality,
irrationality, neurosis, feeling, perception, consciousness or unconsciousness, the
intrapersonal or interpersonal communication, and bodily contact, then the combination
of these features function as the mechanism of self construction, and self development,
sustaining the reference to that same point “I”, me, my, mine when this feature mentioned
above is always touched by desire, and misconception of this world. These conditions
characterise human life, the systemic, adaptive, dynamic processes whose meanings are
assigned in correspondence with their world and produced by their reactions to what they
cling to and what they repel.
In the passage cited above Buddha actually developed DO, with emphasis on the
nature of “craving/desire” as the condition of life and suffering. This teaching clearly
shows how clinging, repelling, desiring, and wanting become the necessary conditions of
confusion, which characterises the chain of life and suffering. From our understanding,
the Buddha would argue that neither sensual experiences nor intellectual processes, nor
desire are the causes of the confusion, but it is the interrelationship or the co-arising of the
triple desires that drives reality for each person into confusion. This means the our
conceptions of reality are not achieved through

sensual experience and intellectual

processes alone, but through the interaction between these processes and desire. The
knowledge obtained through perceptions and intellectual processes are intrinsically
unreliable and erroneous (Stcherbatsky, 1996:66). Also, being conditions of human
reality, desires are not a static entity. Desire has not the purity and integrity of a
homogeneous attribute. Rather, desire, which is the conflict between clinging and
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repelling, as Asma pointed out, becomes obsessed with repeating and sustaining those
experiences that actually cause the suffering, in this case greed. At this point, suffering or
the conventional architecture of mind-made reality flows from clinging attachment, which
mistakes impermanent things and sensations for lasting and permanent realities (Asma,
1996:80). Consequently the production of the interaction between these conditions is
normality, which is the bewildering array of some truth, some confusion, and some
contradiction. With no regard to suffering this conventional syncretistic architecture
characterizes human life.
Social psychologists who study human cognition emphasise that each human
being has a tendency to interpret information in terms of its specific relevance to their
own experience. This information-processing bias is termed psychologism (Kellock and
O’Brien, 1994:xxi). The Buddha sees that human life is produced and reproduced in
terms of its specific relevance to ignorance, based in the realm of “self”, “I,” “me,” “my,”
“mine”,

and

founded

on

clinging/sustenance,

and

desire.

These

terms

‘clinging/sustenance’ and ‘desire’ could be treated as equal in meaning to psycho- logism.
The Buddha’s philosophy of interconnection in terms of society share some
parallels with John Dewey’s notion of process of social transmission (Dewey, 1916, cited
in Park, 1931: 1-11), and perhaps Buddhism may suggest modifications to Dewey’s
conception of social and cultural transmission. Dewey perceives that society exists
through a process of transmission, quite as much as biological life. This transmission
occurs by means of communication of habits of doing, thinking and feeling from older to
younger. The Buddha sees the way humans use naming processes, and the way they
behave, are determined by the interconnection of the corporeality of actions, form (like
biological life), feeling, perception, mental fabrication, and consciousness, in the process
of becoming as determined by alternative overlapping occurrences of a certain system
which can be reduced to (1) coming into existance, (2) existance, and (3) ceasing. The
Buddha might say that humanness, society and culture are the heritage of their histories.
This production of the human mind and actions evolves just like as from a cow comes
milk, and from milk curds, and from curds butter, and from butter ghee, and from ghee
junket, yet, when there is only milk, there is no thought of “curd” or “junket”; instead, on
that occasion there is a conception only of “milk” and its changing nature. Ven. Piyadassi
(cited Dhammananda, 1992:42), a Buddhist scholar said:
“Man today is the result of millions of repetitions of thoughts and acts. He
is not ready made; he becomes, and is still becoming. His character is
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predetermined by his own choice, the thought, the act, which he choose,
that by habit, he becomes.”
While social psychologists like Blumer consider humanness like personality is derived
from social interaction and modified by mental processes, the Buddha saw the
interconnection between the six senses, which is the drive through which intercommunication is processed, with mental processes touched by defilements, as the engine of
”self” According to the Buddha a child is born free from negative forces of the mind, but
it is the social interaction that shapes reality and the way of life for him.
The mind is naturally radiant, but external objects pollute the mind,
through the influence of the senses and mental faculties of defilement.”
(Buddha, A. I: 10).
While symbolic interactionism sees that ’truth’ or ‘reality’ is produced for individuals
through interaction, as the ways one interprets the external and internal world, and the
actions in time and space, the Buddha sees reality for individuals as conventionality,
which is subject to change according to the ways its conditions are interconnected. .
According to the Buddha it is this conventionality that shapes the way individuals see
their world and determines their conduct.
“By mind the world is led, by mind the world is moved. And all good and
bad things exist in the world because of mind.”
(Buddha, S. I: 39)
So far we have looked at some aspects of the parallels between Buddhist philosophies and
western social psychology from the perspective of symbolic interactionism. This is a
good starting point for the integration of Buddhism on the basis of the doctrine of DO,
with the western school of symbolic interactionism. At this point it will be more
interesting if some models of analysis of elements of culture based on this integration, are
presented. It is expected that this form of analysis can be a model for further studies in the
areas of social sciences and humanities. At this point, first we will see how Buddhist
philosophy can be applied to an analysis of a Life Meaning System as suggested by some
social psychologists. Secondly we will enjoy analysing some stories.
4.4.2 Analysing a Life Meaning System 11

11

This thesis is indebted to Martin A. Lang, Acquiring our image of God, 1983, for borrowing his definition
of the term “Life-Meaning System”. Dr. Lang completed his doctoral studies in religious education at the
Catholic University of America and was awarded a posdoctoral fellowship at Columbia University. He is
the author of The Inheritance: What Catholics Believe and of a number of articles in the field of Religious
Education.
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“Out of time we cut ’day’ and ’night‘ ’summer‘ and ‘winter.’ We say what
each part of this sensible continuum is, and all these abstract ‘whats’ are
concepts. The intellectual life of man consists almost wholly in his
substitution of a conceptual order for the perceptual order from which his
experience originally comes.” (William James, The World We Live In)
Martin A. Lang pointed out that a life-meaning system(LMS) is an internal orienting of
all other particular participating systems including biological and psychological, which
incorporates the values and attitudes that structure reality for each person, giving
direction and purpose to human life. LMS sets a range of priorities from what people
consider ultimate to what they think of as trivial. People pursue their daily lives from
within the framework of some meaning system (Lang, 1983: 25). Symbolic
interactionism claims that we produce meaningful realities through our capacity for
interaction, through language and metaphor, and that our behaviours are determined by
the reality assigned to them (Kollock and O’Brien,1994:xx, 51). We will assign the term
LMS to the system of mental and physical apparatus that constitutes this determination of
meaning in the sphere of symbolic interactions as well. And in this subsection we will
argue that the doctrine of DO is prior to the concepts of LMS presented by western social
psychologists, and by educationalists such as Lange.
According to Lang, the LMS is built in the context of the union that establishes
the emotional climate between two people which links together those who love and care
for each other. This system is called “bonding”. Bonding begins as a parent-child
relationship and then it extends outward to brothers and sisters. And as this is occurring
the child is simultaneously bonded to the wider communities to which his or her family
belongs. Bonding has meaning as belonging, or being shared. “Life is a full-time sharing”
and bonding is about life with a full-time sharer (Lang, 1983:41). This is well expressed
by Kellock, one of the symbolic interactionists, “Shared meaning is the basis of
humanness (Kellock and Obrien,1994: 51).” For a child, belonging and sharing
establishes its fundamental position of security, a place in the world in which he is
welcome, and which he is loved, cared for, where peace, comfort, and pleasure is
established in bonding and sharing. Under these circumstances life is transparently
meaningful for a child. Lang emphasised, “Fortified by a life-sharer like a good mother
and father, a baby enjoys the developmental learning tasks that give experimental
meaning to life (Lang, 1983:42). And this meaning system, which is determined by the
modelling of parents, family and communities, makes a contribution to the child’s
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personality, attitudes and behaviours, in circumstances where these models are subject to
modification themselves, originating from further interactions. These dynamic models
have no regard to past, present and future in the process of their evolution in order to
achieve a complete picture of humanness until the last minute of life.
From our point of view, we would say that this bonding relationship is unique, in
that it circles in a single direction, because the bonding relationship between a child with
his or her parents and communities is homogeneous; and this system is supported by a
single-orientation dynamic. In this situation, since the child’s LMS is determined by this
bonding relationship, LMS is oriented to a certain goal – one that is free from the conflict
of opposing forces, and at the least where the fight between opposing forces still produces
only a one-direction effect. For lack of a better term, the LMS in these circumstances is
called a ‘bonding life-meaning system (BLMS). We know that a child always seeks to
experience being feed, taken care of and kept free from both physical and mental threat;
and it is evident that a child is forced somehow to seek to stabilise this kind of
relationship, i.e. his or her mental and physiological apparatus strives somehow to ensure
this kind of experience. It is clear that a child is always under a kind of pressure where he
or she attempts to restore the bonding relationship, which is always at risk of being
broken. One may note how happy a child is when he or she is feed in the warm hands of
the mother, and how he or she reacts when left hungry or lonely. He or she must cry and
cry until the bonding relationship is repaired, which he or she has experienced in the
womb of the mother. As Lang pointed out, the womb is the symbol of security.
Besides a bonding relationship, a child may experience another part of his LMS,
which is referred to as a “defective bonding relationship”. According to Lang, there are
shocks to bonding which jolt and sometimes destroy the relationship entirely. For
instance, the death of deeply loved parents is the most tragic and the most severe
destroyer of the parent-child relationship. It is a crisis in human life that takes bonding
completely out of the hands of the helpless, dying parent. Divorce is the most physical
[and psychological] separation that a child can experience because in divorce the absence
of the unique life-sharer again leaves the child devastatingly alone. Lang added, all the
meaning that resided with the approving and enlightening presence of the parent is
suddenly threatened (Lang, 1983:53). This means the child’s LMS is also threatened. In
this situation the union becomes subject to conflict and chaos. We are sure that this union
suffers a kind of war between opposing forces which lie in the depth of its reality. These
forces stream out in inhomogeneous directions. The experience of a bonding relationship,
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in spite of being broken, and reversing its direction, still lives actively in the child’s
memory. In this situation, the emerging experience which then takes the place of the exbonding relationship, include forces which seek to restore the previous mental state of the
child, and others which are still in conflict. When these occur, the child’s humanness is
determined accordingly. Furthermore like BLMS, this system is always bonded to further
interactions till life ends, and the growth of reality for each individual declines. For lack
of better terms the LMS in this situation is termed as a ‘defective bonding life-meaning
system (DBLMS).
Life or alternatively ‘life-meaning system’ is an evolutionary process. Life is a set
of dynamic, systemic, adaptive, and continuous events and relationships. But essentially
this process must be assigned a certain meaning. This meaning is the system which
constitutes confusion originated by a shadow of the bonding relationship, or a defective
bonding relationship. In a broader sense, the meaning assigned to life is no more than the
confusion which arises between BLMS and DBLMS. The confusion system can substitute
for what we referred to earlier as LMS. It is within this developing web of LMS that
BLMS and DBLMS can be put, and where they enjoy their interactions, both dynamic
and symbolic. It is this LMS in which human beings differ from one another. It is this
system where humanness is differentiated from animality, or the machine. Our happiness
or suffering is defined by this system.
Or, we can say that life is constructed by constituting a LMS, which develops
from the confusion between BLMS and DBLMS. Where life is concerned with the
question of belief, the confusion between BLMS and DBLMS is the beginning of any
religious belief and practice. This is to say Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, animism,
etc, all emerged from the attempt to maintain the bonding relationship between ourselves
and our realities. Just like the child who attempts to maintain the bonding relationship to
his or her mother, which is the first lesson learned, human beings depend on these models
to make the distinction between happiness and suffering, and to put their conception of
this distinction into action in order to escape from suffering for happiness later, gradually
and evolutionally. At this point, it is useful to consult Erik Erikson who is a highly
respected developmental psychologist. He spoke of the bonding relationship between
child and parents from the infant’s point of view as trust. He assesses it as a pre-condition
for later religious appreciation (Erick Erikson, 1963:247, cited in Lang, 1983: 42).
Consequently, any religion is an attempt to explore the bonding relationship
between individuals or selves. This exploration begins with a kind of ideal, which has
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been in place since mankind was in its embryonic phase. As Lang claimed, life meaning
is not established in the way a house is built, but rather it is like an impressionist painting
on a broad canvas; strokes and touches here and there pattern the landscape, and story
after story is layered on, sometimes several in the same area. Sometimes other sections
remain untouched for a long while (Lange, 1983:45). Sometimes some figures are
removed or covered in several strokes. Sometimes different strokes make different
pictures and sometime different strokes make the same pictures. Sometime they make a
gray shadow of differentiation and sameness. Sometime they make a beautiful
appearance; sometime they make ugly pictures, and sometime they make the two in
combination. Lang added that the daubs build until connections are made and a picture
begins to emerge. By the time one is old enough to critique the painting, using logic and
rational principles with a broad overview, the painting is pretty well formed (ibid, 45-6).
The exploration associated with religion is processed in the same way as life meaning is
formed. These statements make it clear that religion is patterned like life. Thus it is
possible to conclude that a religion is a mirror reflecting human life, an understanding of
life; and how life proceeds.
The fact is though that religion’s ways of practice differ from one another because
they take different approaches to re-establish that kind of experience, and these
approaches are determined by different views on realities. As symbolic interactionists,
Kollock and O’Brien (1994:31) stated that “truth” and “reality” are determined by the
context in which they are practiced. Alternatively, one may claim that realities differ in
how human knowledge is obtained through internal or external interactions within their
own circumstances. This leads to the different approaches to realities employed.
However, the ultimate processes, which lie beneath those approaches, are ‘interactions’,
‘BLMS,’ ‘DBLM’, LMS, the infrastructures of human cognition. At this point, it remains
useful to restate Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo, which states:
“There is an intellectual function in us which demands unity, connection,
and intelligibility from any material, whether of perception or thought, that
it grasps; and it does not hesitate to supply a false one if, as a result of
particular circumstances, it is unable to establish a true connection.”
Since the child’s establishment and maintenance of BLMS with his parents, family, and
community provides emotional unions that keep him free from conflict between opposing
forces, the religious person fundamentally does the same. The child and the religious
person will try to establish relationships between their own “selves” and “the chain of
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selves” of social interaction. Simply speaking, to link themselves to ultimate reality they
melt themselves into this ultimate reality. Since their ultimate realities are no more than
the chain of self, personality, and social behaviours that determine their own lives, they
melt their “selves” to this big hidden brother, in a way that this union become
homogeneous, that leads to freedom from the wars between opposing forces.

Figure: A Seven-Year-Old’s Letter to Her Uncle12
This letter demonstrates how the personality of her uncle influences her way of
thinking and orients her vision toward her goal with respect to her future educational
career through symbolic interaction within the family. She enjoys this kind of
experience shared with her uncle, although she does not know clearly what the kind of
educational career her uncle has. The way that the members of her family
12

This letter is translated into English thus: Dear Uncle. Can you please send me an easy-writing pen. I
hope that you will be a smart student forever. I want to be a good student like you, so I will ask my father if
he can send me to the school where you are studying. Please write to me [in response to my letter]. Please
convey my words to grandmother to say that I love her. Also, tell my aunt, Chea I love her, and ask her to
reply to my letter. I love you. Written by Nich…I am expecting a letter from my uncle, Neang. I am
expecting a letter from my aunt, Chea.
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optimistically keep presenting the personality of her uncle, touched by his educational
status, to her through language, contribute to conditions determining her bonding to her
uncle. The fact that she was expecting a reply letter from her uncle and aunts, clearly
show her attachment to the bonding relationship she experiences, which causes her to
maintain this relation. At the very least, she is expecting to hear ‘Your uncle and aunt
love you too’.

So far this study has dealt with so-called symbolic interaction, which is defined by
modern Western social psychology. We will now involve ourselves with the doctrine of
no-self of Buddhism, since this doctrine contains the essence of what we have just
analysed above, together with something more, something, which shows the scientific
nature of this doctrine in relation to the nature of humanness, in which language plays a
critical role. At this point, since this process of analysis deals with the application of
theories presented in the proceeding sections, we will try to reduce the problem of our
discussion to a level that is acceptable for scientific inquiry, (and that is suitable for the
length of the thesis). We will make use of certain kinds of models that help us to reduce
complexity.
Firstly let us try to solve a simple problem, which is a metaphor of the theme
pursued in our discussion.
There are nine dots presented below, and the question is—how can we connect all
nine dots with no more than three straight lines and without lifting our pen from the
paper?

Figure 4.3 : Puzzle
More than twenty Cambodian educated people were asked to answer this problem, but
they failed to connect the line rightly. Some people said it was impossible; some people
tried to connect one dot to another, but did not reach a logical solution. Why is that? Is it
because those people lack theoretical frameworks, or are they just not smart enough? or
do they not have a creative mind? These are big questions. However, this case study is a
good metaphor to explain how our mind and humanness work—it can be a simile of the
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limitations of our perceptions and relational abilities, and/or a simile of our
misconception of reality. This thinking contributes to the production of self, and seeing
ourselves rather than seeing everyone, and assuming that everything belongs to the same
domain, the domain of no-self introduced by the Buddha, to the domain of mono-wave
introduced by Einstein, and the domain of social self introduced by Mead. By possessing
self, by clinging to self, we chop up our body, our mind, our relationship with our
neighbours; we chop our earth, our sky, our universe without realizing that everything is
interconnected, and that everything is shared with each other.
In fact the above problem is simply solved as shown below:

Figure 4.4: Answer to the Puzzle
By doing so every dot belongs to the same domain of the triangle, thus every dot is
connected one to other. The way we solve the problem clearly shows us that those people
who fail to connect the dots rightly do so because they cling to the instructions, and they
are influenced by their daily habits. For them a thing that is connected must look like
points joined in space. Here one may see that the mathematical concepts of relations and
set theory can provide a method of solving the problem, but the more interesting model
that can help us to solve the problem and help us to understand more, is derived from
Buddhism, that is, the Buddha’s teaching of DO. If we reshape the DO in the circle into a
triangle, and we know that every dot that belongs to this chain will be interconnected; the
above problem can be easily solved.
Returning to our discussion of LMS, like Whitehead, the Buddha dismisses the
notion of a consciousness that is prior to experience. He even goes to the extent of saying
that "mental operations do not necessarily involve consciousness. That is to say there is
interconnectedness. Here both men worked within a monadic structure. (39) Where
Whitehead introduced the doctrine of mutual immanence of actual entities, the Buddha
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also expounded on the nature of a unique relational origination (DO) where all experience
involves relationship (Whitehead, cited in Worl of Relation).
With regard to unconsciousness, while Freud is criticized by behaviourists for his
interest in unconsciousness by arguing that behaviour is largely the result of conscious
desires and impulses that arise in the human psyche, the Buddha discounts the distinction
between the conscious and the unconscious altogether, and at this point the Buddha
moves closer to behaviourists (Kollock and O’Brien, 1994:11). Prof. Von Galena, a
German scholar (cited in Dhammananda, 1992:34) said:
“It can also be said that India discovered the unconscious earlier than the
Western psychologists. For them the unconscious consists of the totality of
impressions, which slumber, in the individual as the inheritance from his
previous existence. The Buddhist technique of meditation, which is
concerned with the talent forces, is thus a fore-runner of modern
psychoanalysis, of autogenic mental training etc.”
The Buddha emphasised interrelation (in this case symbolic interrelation) and desire,
which is also considered a kind of interrelation, and which is considered as something
more than consciousness, as a condition of the arising of any mental structure. At this
point we mean that mental architecture is the interrelation of a stream of changing
elements. Buddha himself is considered as a stream of changing elements:
“Be it Buddhas of the past; be it Buddhas of the future; and be it Buddhas
of the present. They all remove sufferings of many sentient beings.” (cited
in Bharucha, 1992:126)
In Buddhism any arising of elements in mental architecture must have a cause. In
western terms, these arising elements are the equivalent of stimuli, which can be internal
and/or external. There is one stimulus as a condition arises, its response or another
stimulus as a condition ceases; and then becoming arises, that maintains the everchanging structure of the mind. These conditions form the togetherness, the juxtaposition
of successive lives. Buddha himself said:
“Depending upon the visual organ and the visible object, O monks, arises
visible consciousness; the meeting together of these three is contact;
conditioned by contact arises feeling. What one feels, one perceives; what
one perceives, one reflects about; what one reflects about, one is obsessed
with. What one is obsessed with, due to that, concepts characterized by
such obsessed perceptions assail him in regard to visible objects
cognizable by the visual organ, belonging to the past, the future, and the
present.” (D. 1.111-112)
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Whitehead observes, “Process and individuality require each other. In separation all
meaning evaporates.” For the Buddha, there is a continuity of the becoming process by
virtue of the carry-over of the subjectivity-corporeality (name-&-form) in different forms.
Such forms are relative to the contents of the five aggregates, etc., as they are involved in
the experiential process. Thus for both western scholars and the Buddha, there is no room
for mere personal identity, self, mind, or ego (bib?).
Biosphere and Semiosphere
The term biosphere is introduced by Vernadsky, cited by Lotman, (1990: 125)
thus:
“[...] all life-clusters are intimately bound to each other. One cannot exist
without the other. This connection between different living films and
clusters, and their invariancy, is an age-old feature of the mechanism of the
earth's crust, which has existed all through geological time.”
Lotman who is influenced by the concept of biosphere derived from Vernadsky
introduces the term semiosphere. By analogy with the biosphere (Vernadsky‘s concept),
Lotman coined the term semiosphere for the realm of all mental projections that are
shared or exchanged, mainly through language. The semiosphere is also the world of
relations between communicating organisms as viewed from the viewpoint of semiotics.
“By analogy with the biosphere, (Vernadsky's concept) we could talk of a
semiosphere, which we shall derive as the semiotic space necessary for
the existence and functioning of languages, not the sum total of different
languages; in a sense the semiosphere has a prior existence and is in
constant interaction with languages. In this respect a language is a
function, a cluster of semiotic spaces and their boundaries... Outside the
semiosphere there can be neither communication, nor language.
The unit of semiosis, the smallest functioning mechanism, is not the
separate language but the whole semiotic space of the culture in question.
This is the space we term the semiosphere. The semiosphere is the result
and the condition for the development of culture; we justify our term by
analogy with the biosphere, as Vernadsky defined it, namely the totality
and the organic whole of living matter and also the condition for the
continuation of life. The unit of semiosis, the smallest functioning
mechanism, is not the separate language but the whole semiotic space of
the culture in question. This is the space we term the semiosphere. The
semiosphere is the result and the condition for the development of culture;
we justify our term by analogy with the biosphere, as Vernadsky defined
it, namely the totality and the organic whole of living matter and also the
condition for the continuation of life.”
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The two concepts biosphere and semiosphere parallel the Buddhist doctrine of DO.
Alternatively if we view the relationship between biosphere and semiosphere, we can
understand the Buddha’s concept of a life meaning system in relation to the doctrine of
DO and the doctrine of no-self. The life of a human creature and human culture itself
must consist of spheres comparable with the biosphere and semiosphere. And perhaps it is
within these spheres that the web of the life meaning system is produced. Here the
analogy of the two terms above contribute to our understanding of the insights of the
Buddhist doctrine of DO or no-self. That is to say in Buddhist terms any form of
existence and non-existence, including semiosis, cannot exist by itself, but its functions
are possible through links to the sphere of interconnection they belong to. With regard to
the doctrine of DO, and the doctrine of no-self, the doctrine of five aggregates (Khandha
Sutta), the manifestation of the discontinuity of personal space, and the subjective
interpretation of time is not a boundary to the interrelation of particular circumstances. In
Buddhism, for instance, in terms of psychology of communication, intrapersonal
communication and interpersonal communication is processed in the same space. With
regard to our discussion above and the Buddha’s teaching of the second noble truth cited
on page 50, the Buddha’s model of a meaning system is presented below. This model can
be applied to individuals, social structures, and the relationship between the two.
The below model is a metaphor that can remind us of the nature of mental
architecture, which like other things in this universe is maintained by interconnection.
And because mental architecture is built thus, it always seeks to maintain the links
between itself and other phenomena. This link is arbitrary; whenever this link touches
what is sought for, this link clings to that phenomenon. The more desire the mind has, the
more it clings to that object. If the object responds to the clinging, the curtain of bondage
is strengthened. It is possible that this unseen curtain has the ability to take the other
behind itself, or it may absorb the other, that is melt into one. Through this experience
humans will think and act under the influence of the curtain, and they misunderstand
things. For example, a selfish man who has sought power for a long time is finally
appointed as a deputy director. He is proud of himself for he has gained what he wants,
and he exercises his power as if he has higher rank than the director. At home, in public
he must behave like a powerful man. He wants every one to respect him, and flatter him
for he is a powerful man. Why does he think and act so? The simple answer is because his
subjective interpretation of his power is touched by his pleasure at being powerful and his
clinging to his own self that contributes to the establishment of a thick layer of
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conventionality that lead to his misconception of the power he really possesses. Actually
he can exercise his power in his office only. But by viewing and behaving in such a
fashion, the ethical links between himself and his neighbours are under threat. Why it this
so?
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Figure 4.5: Model of Meaning of Life as Touched by Intepretation of Desires
Besides the ability to pursue clinging, human also seek to escape from what they
do not want, and they reject whatever is harmful to the link between themselves and what
they cling to. It is this repelling which coincides with clinging that leads human creatures
to settle in the world of fragmentary pictures. In this world the presence of conflict is not
only in the thinking, but there is possibility of conflict between individual’s view and his
actions, and between individuals and society. The term derived from western terminology
to explain this scenario is defective bonding relationship, the prison of humanness. On
pages 54-59, we see this event described as a ‘defective ethical union’ since whenever
one tries to do something to fulfil one’s desire one is bonded to one’s self so that one
consciously or unconsciously ignores one’s position as favoring oneself over others in the
same sphere. This defective ethical union causes suffering. In such kinds of situations
there is a possibility that humans decide to adjust to clinging/repelling dichotomy in a
situation of conflict.
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In Shooting an Elephant, George Orwell describes how he came to kill an
elephant despite the fact that he did not want to do so and that it exposed him to danger.
He killed the elephant in order to behave in manner consistent with his official role. He
was performing an identity. It is an important lesson in how identities can be a prison as
well as a resource (Kellock and O’Brien, 1994:127). At this point George Orwell suffered
from his attempt to adjust to a situation where he had to do something, which he did not
want to do. Actually he experienced a kind of conflict caused by the clinging/repelling
dichotomy. In this case repelling is like the mechanism of the defective attachment of
individuals to certain states of mind.
US journalist and essayist Roger Rosenblatt in his book Children of War (1983)
wrote thus:
“For the present, hope of returning is out of the question. The Vietnamese
and Khmer Rouge are stalking each other in the jungles, leaving the
innocent majority of Khmer terrorized, helpless, and starving. The Thais,
suffused with traditional hatred of the Vietnamese and with traditional
contempt for the Khmer, sell weapons to the Khmer Rouge. These are
largely U.S weapons. I discover that my country is in the idiotic and
shameful position of recognizing the Khmer Rouge in the UN, arming
them in the jungles, and accepting their victims as refugees. As a sidelight
to the Cambodian war, the Thai government does nothing to restrain the
Thai pirates from raping and slaughtering the Vietnamese boat people,
including children, whose junks stray into Thai waters. Later in Hong
Kong I read of a thirteen-year-old Vietnamese girl raped over and again by
Thai pirates who passed her around. In seven days aboard the West
German rescue ship she did not smile once. The nurses wept when they
first saw her.”
The scène from Rosenblatt illustrates life when interactions break down. The outcome of
defective bonding relationships brings nothing but suffering and tears. In relation to the
above scenario the Buddha teaches that these conflicts are caused by desires in that
humans habitually build up their identities, which come from different historical and
cultural bases, which separate one group from another. This separation is seen by the
Buddha and symbolic interactionist like Kellock and O’Brien (1994:xii) as based on a
false dichotomy since there is no possibility of the concept of the ‘individual’ without
some cross cultural interconnection. Whenever this separation exists, each group is
attached to its own identity and is repelled by other groups. Then conflicts arise in the
mind. When these mind-based conflicts increase, violences arises and increases also.
Then wars against each other are started. This causes suffering to the innocents. In this
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chaotic circumstance the ethical links between individuals and nations are under threat.
Even governments which offically claim to be Buddhist can act as breakers of peaceful
relationships with their neighbours. However, Rosenblatt, in contrast to George Orwell,
behaved in a manner consistent with his beliefs in the interest of social criticism although
doing so meant criticising his government.

Source: NGO Committee on CRC
Figure 4.6: Twelve-Year-Old Boy’s Image
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Source: NGO Committee on CRC
Figure 4.7: Twelve-Year-Old Girl’s Image
The duality between BLMS and DBLMS is presented. This image shows the
presence of desire as the system determining the way the girl responds to his
life. It is clear that first she is bonded to BLMS, that gives them meaningful life
with care, love, and secure. Or, the girl is repelled from DBLMS, in which her
soul exists as if broken in pieces when the ethical link between herself and her
parent is broken.
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Sources : NGO Committee on CRC
Fiure 4.8: Sixteen-Year-Old Girl’s Image
With regard to Buddhism the term conflict perhaps could be equivalent to
suffering (dukha), and also this term suffering could be reinterpreted as humanness in
modern terminology. The account of DO, could explain the nature of humanness, and
how humans act and interpret their own way of life, besides allowing us to know the
ultimate reality beyond our humanness and conventionality.
At this point the Buddha is close to structuralist thinking, since he introduces the
concept of the repelling/clinging dichotomy, the duality between positions, while
structuralists like Levi- Strauss, introduced the term binary oppositions or digital
oppositions which simply means pairs of mutually exclusive signifiers in a paradigm set
representing categories which are logically opposed, for instance alive—not alive
(Chandler, 2002:224). According to Levi-Strauss mind attempts to make cognitive sense
out of the chaotic data provided by nature, and this attempt inevitably traps the human
imagination in a web of dualism. To Levi-Strauss our common sense is binary; the
simplest and most efficient way to process experience seems to be by dividing it in half,
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and then to divide the halves in half, reforming every question so that there are only two
possible answers to it, yes and no (Wendy Doniger preface to Strauss, 1995,viii-ix).
However Buddhism is more than this. It is clearly expressed in his explanation of
the Four Noble Truths, cited earlier, as the way to approach the real essence of
humanness (1) by understanding the nature of life/suffering, which here can be explained
as ‘humanness’, that is by understanding how human creatures view this world and act on
this view on the base of subjective interpretation, or alternatively on the basis of the
subjective mind. (2) By knowing these are not real, these are ideals that can lead us
towards an objective study of these phenomena. (3) By knowing that we must put our
objectivity into action. And (4) by integration of all these principles we call Buddhism.
Western science is increasingly adapting a similar integrated approach. The very same
idea to integrate subjectivity with objectivity in order to produce scientific explanations of
this world were proposed by the Buddha more than two thousand years earlier than LeviStrauss, whose statement is cited earlier.
When the Buddha sees that humanness and the culture of humanness is produced
by its history, which is shaped by the coincidence of repelling and clinging, he can be
considered as a structuralist, but apart from that, when he understood humanness as a
system of sharing, and by seeing social conflict and the development of self being
possible through the six sense media, and by seeing the real self as the ethical
interconnection of individuals in the domain of the ethical social self, the Buddha can be
seen more like a symbolic interactionist. Accordingly the ideas which integrate Buddhism
to both these schools of thought should provide meaningful insights.
The Buddha helps us to understand that the subjective minds of individuals and
society are created on the basis of the web of dualism so that under these conditions those
actors have misconceptions of reality. But the Buddha taught that this humanness, and
human culture in relation to his middle way could be reconstructed so that it became free
from oppositions. Accordingly the Buddha may say, ‘yes, Levis Strauss you are right to
point out that humanness is shaped from half and half, and you call that binary positions. I
call that desire, or the clinging/repelling dichotomy. You and I see this production of
human creatures characterised thus because we work with the subjective minds of these
creatures, behind whom the curtain of ignorances lies. Because, influenced by this black
curtain, human creature view the universe as if it is chopped into little pieces. They chop
the earth, the sky, and the moon so that we see the things they produce like a coincidence
of different pieces. However if you and I go behind that curtain of ignorance by analysing
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those phenomena without clinging to bias, we will find nothing more than interconnection
which has nothing to do with opposition nor difference nor similarity. I do not know what
you call that, but I call it no-self or Dependent Origination. Therefore whoever lives and
views things as bound to each other so that interconnections arise, is free from
oppositions because by doing so they (re)establish a unique homogeneous union or
ethical union. I have taught the path—the eight-fold path, that all the people can follow,
and having followed this path they will establish a certain kind of homogeneous kingdom,
or an ethical kingdom since everyone is bound to each other with ethical links. And they
will be free from a broken world maintained by opposing forces and conflicts.”
At this point it is worth examining another version of the eight-fold path explained
by the Buddha. On the basis of Magga-Vibhanga Sutta13. The eightfold path consists of
the following eight factors:

{
{

}
}

{

}

This is the Buddhist doctrine of ontological ethics, i.e. ethics founded on the basis of
ontology. The Buddha’s conception of the universe as the domain of interconnection of
dynamics is converted into a code of conduct that ensures the homogeneous union of all
creatures, which is free from conflict caused by opposing forces.

13

See appendix 6.
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Figure 4.9: UNESCO’s Logo for International Decade for Cultural of Peace
From a fragmentary world to whole world through cultivating peace. This logo can
be seen as a metaphor for a homogeneous union in which people are bound to each
other with ethical links, like the parent—child-bonding relationship. This logo can
also be seen as a model of the Buddhist doctrine of no-self, and the Buddhist ethics
of the eight-fold path.

By recalling the Buddha’s teaching of the Second Noble Truth cited on page 50, and by
analogy with the concept of LMS presented on page 54 and the concepts of bonding and
defective bonding discussed on pages 54-57, what is defined by the Buddha as desire can
be explained as an internal orientating of all other participating systems including
biological and psychological(Name-&-Form). Like the term LMS defined by modern
terminology, ‘desire’ in Buddhist terms incorporates the values and attitudes that structure
reality for each person, giving direction and purpose to human life.14
Also while symbolic interactionists perceive LMS as built in the context of
bonding relationships that link people together, we can say Buddhism admit that desire is
built in just the same way but the perception and interpretation of the union that
contributes to that desire is modified by individual’s own thought processes. With regard
to the defective bonding relationship in which favored interrelational sources of meaning
for individuals are removed, Buddhism treats this process as ‘repelling’ since something
individuals are attached to is removed. In this situation individuals try to escape from
their situation and restore the interrelationships that favour their desires. In Buddhist
terms when DLMS arises individuals seek to restore what they are attached to, like LMS.
Alternatively since humans search for what feeds their desires, like BLMS, when they get
14

It is clear that the Buddha sees desire as the major cause of suffering and to him by removing desire from
life or by controlling desire every system of life can change.
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it they become attached to it. Without the control of an objective mind they become
absorbed by that experience, and come under the control of that clinging. Then their
minds become ignorant. Since they are trying to maintain the experience, they will repel
anything that is harmful to the relationship between their selves and those experiences.
This ignorance causes suffering and conflict. A narrative story below is a simile:
I love You, and You love Me. My attachment to you establishes an
emotional union which is the frame of my life and mind. So far my self
was ‘I’; now my self is ‘You-&-I’. If you no longer love me, our emotional
union will be broken. I will say I have broken heart; my self will be ‘I’
which used to be ‘You-&-I’. Then I will beg you to come back to me so
that my broken self will be ‘you-&-I’ again. If He causes you to stop
loving Me I will repel Him since He has taken ‘You’ from my ‘You-&-I’
Like the Buddha symbolic interactionts such as Lang see meaning of life as an
impressionist painting on broad canvas. Strokes and touches here and there pattern the
landscape, and story after story is layered in, sometime several in the same area.
Sometimes other sections are made and a picture begins to emerge (Lange, 1983:45).
Sometime some emergant figures are removed in several strokes, sometime different
strokes make different pictures, and sometimes different strokes make the same pictures;
sometime they make a gray shadow of differentiation and sameness. Sometime those
strokes make beautiful appearances, sometime they make ugly pictures, and sometime
they make the two in combination. As Lange pointed out, by the time a person is old
enough to critique the painting, using logic rational principles with a broad view, the
painting is pretty well formed; and the revision of it in the light of this evaluation is a
major task in the establishment of meaning(ibid,46).
On the basis of our arguments in the passages above, the meaning of life—
bonding/defective bonding defined by western social psychology and clinging/repelling
dichotomy defined by Buddhism, can be simply represented by the duality between add
and substract, or rather (+)/(-) like share/collect, whole/part, fragment/defragment etc.
while each proposition is valid in the premise of contiguity and social interaction.
However the Buddha suggested that you can take things in this universe to be part of your
life but that must not to feed your own desires, rather you need to meld your self to others
by controlling your own desires. In doing so we establish ethical unions, which provide
us with meaningful lives.
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4.4.3 Example: Anaysing of A Khmer Tale
Let us analyse a Cambodian folk tale, which sets out to explain why a certain magpielike bird in Cambodia is known by its cry ‘koun lok’, a phrase meaning “child of man,” or
“ child of the world.”15
Three small girls are abandoned by their widowed mother who has no
interest in them and plans to remarry a good-for-nothing man. She leaves
them to grow rice beside a pond in the forest, where she gives them each a
handful of cooked rice, some uncooked rice, and a little corn. She also
gives them salt, some fish-sauce, and a piece of smouldering wood with
which to start a fire. She thinks, “A tiger will devour them tonight, for
certain. If they manage to survive, they will be dead from hunger soon
enough.”
That night as the girls lie awake terrified by the noises of the forest they
are protected by a local spirit who bellows to keep wild animals away and
then goes off to plead on the children’s behalf, with Indra’s guardian,
Varuna. “ There’s no need to bother Indra with this problem,” Varuna
said. “Those girls will be changed into birds soon enough. But in the
meantime, you should protect them against wild animals, and be sure they
get enough to eat—small fishes and snails for example.”
Little by little, the girls take to eating their food raw. Upset by this, they
try to go back to her mother, but she thinks they are lying to her. She
chases them back to the forest.
At the pond when they return, the smouldering wood has gone out but
some of the corn has begun to grow. The girls eat it raw, along with
shellfish, as the guardian spirit has directed them to do. For three months,
the spirit keeps wild animals away from the children and the pond, and
after six months, the girls had grown downy feathers all over their bodies,
and their arms had turned into wings. They could fly onto branches now,
and their new claws could grip the branches or pluck fruit…Their lips
narrowed into beaks, and they lost their ability to talk. In their hearts, all
the same, they knew they were people, not animals, even if when they tried
to talk, they had animals’ voices.
Meanwhile their mother’s second husband had been sent to prison. The
mother repents and comes to redeem her daughters. Even though they are
birds, she can still recognize them, and she follows them deeper and
deeper into the forest, while they call out to her, “We are released from our
humanity; we have turned into animals, and we are far more beautiful.
Don’t come near us!” the mother hears only the phrase koun lok (“child of
the world,” translated as “humanity”). She runs on after them, runs out of
breath and dies.
15

This story is extracted from Collection of Folk Story, vol. 4, published by Buddhist Insitute, Phnom Penh,
1966,p.1-10, and is translated to English by David Chandler,Facing the Cambodian Past,1996, First ed.
Silkworm Books Chang Mai,p.79-81
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This story metaphorically reveals the mysteries of life, our real selves and social
interaction. Key words, which could be used to convey these meanings include:
mind/body, interaction, clinging/repelling, order/disorder, pleasant/unpleasant,and something more, associated with terms like process, change, contiguity, and adaptive ability,
etc. This story shows us the possibility of conflict within each individual, conflict
between individual and individual, and also social conflicts, as well as the engine that
produces reality for each individual and society, and the way this engine works. Through
this story, we can see how the dynamics of interaction plays a critical role in shaping our
reality. While Charles Darwin tried to explain how animals evolved to be humans, this
story explains how humans can evolve to be animals.
1. In row 1 the girls are touched by the bonding relationship between themselves
and their parents. They experience a bonding relationship when both mother
and father are favoured parents, providing them with love, care, and support
that they are attached to. This bonding provides meaning to the girls’ lives,
which determine realities for them.
2. In row 2 the girls are touched by the defective bonding relation between the
girls to their parents. The abscence of the father from the family leaves mother
as a widow to struggle with work so that she can feed the family. There is a
break in the bonding relationship between the girls and their mother. The
relationship between the mother and her seond husband mark a serious threat
to the bonding relationship between the mother and her children. Finally the
mother decides to abandon the girls since the girls are considered as obstacles
to the bonding relationhip between mother and the second husband. Here is
the point that human creature’s characteristics is thus: when one clings to one
thing, one repels another thing that is an obstacle to his or her clinging.
3. In row 3 the abandoned girls suffer from a defective bonding relationship. To
them life in the forest, in which their bonding relationship to mother, to their
selves, that used to be the shelter for life, are severed, is like breaking their
souls and bodies into pieces. The more fear of the forest they have the more
they recall their experience at home with parents that used to be their womb of
security. The more they try to repel their situation in the forest the more they
try to restore the bonding relationship, their shelter. As the result of that
attempt the more they suffer from the conflicts caused by these opposing
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forces that break their personalities into pieces. Finally to survive the girls are
determined to adapt to the situation in the forest. They eat raw food. While
their interactions with human culture are severed, little by little the girls begin
to meld themselves to the forest through their interactions with the forest
creatures in a way that little by little their cultural links to humanness are
eroded.
4. In row 4 the fragmentary souls of the girls touched with humanness, are
reconfigured through interactions with the forest. The girls adopt human
personalities modified by their wild life. The girls lose their ability with
language, the very medium for human production and culture transmission.
Little by little the girls’s behaviour and personalities change to half-humanhalf-animal beings, which are waiting to become completely animal like.
When they become completely animal they repel the state of being human.
However, during the time of evolution the girls suffer from the conflicts
between opposing forces that determine their realities and way of life, such as
their struggles against the distinction between humanness and animality that
are modifying their personalities and behaviours.
5. In columns 1, and 2, it is clear that the personalities of the girls and the mother
change according to the context in which they interact. Meanings assigned to
every one depend on the way individuals interact. The reality for the girls
changes from happy children to unhappy children, from unhappy girls to
animals. These are determined by social interaction, likewise personality and
behaviour of the mother. Without her relationship to her second husband the
mother would have assigned a good meaning to her daughters. With her
relationhip to her second husband, her daughters become obstacles for her.
When repelled by the second husband, she realise that her daughters are
important to her.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
We have found several forms of harmony that link Buddhism to western science
although Buddhism is primarily a school of epistemology, i.e. his method is
psychological, while western science is ontological. The fundamental motifs of Buddhism
that have brought Buddhism to that position include the Buddha’s teaching of the twelve
chains, the doctrine of no-self, the five aggregates, the eight-fold path, and cooperation
with each other. Although some scholars suggest that it is the doctrine of no-self that
parallels Einstein’s relativity theory or the like, we would suggest that the doctrine of DO
in which all teaching is integrated into one, that links Buddhism to western sciences. This
idea might please the Buddha since he himself proclaims DO as the very essence of
Buddhism. This means that even the doctrine of no-self, Karma, impermanency, five
aggregates etc. are just versions of the Buddha’s teaching of DO, and by understanding
these doctrines we understand DO. Inter-textual analysis is a useful approach in this
regard.
Although this research project has been small in length and scope, some aspects of
the scientific characteristics of Buddhism have been reflected on the basis of a
comparative study. From general to applied theories, and from applied theories to specific
examples, we can see that the Buddhist relational theories in terms of DO, are qualified to
be compared with western system theory to develop a methodology for research in social
sciences. On the basis of the thesis analysis, Buddhist onto-epistemology, namely DO,
can be seen to have a major position in intellectual discussion on humanness, life, and
meaning, including ethics. The various aspects of this theory have been developed and
examined in the previous chapters.
The thesis has demonstrated the relevance of onto-epistemology to research in
general in that ontology/epistemology are fundamental concepts on which research is
built and rebuilt, and as tools for understanding. They can be employed in the exploration
of the further edges of knowledge in relation to theoretical issues and their application. In
the same way, there is a relationship between aspects of western ontology in relation to
scientific inquiry with Buddhist onto-epistemology (DO) in its (re)searches for
knowledge. This relationship can demonstrate the links between Buddism and
contemporary scientific investigation. The possibility of a variety of applications of
Budhist theory ‘DO’ to different departments of contemporary science, in particular the
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social sciences including linguistics, semiotics, literary studies, anthropology,
psychology, sociology, political sciences, international relation, etc., has been illustrated.
The thesis has also explored aspects of Buddhist thought in some depth, to try and
reveal the insights of the Buddhist doctrine of DO, through analysing alternative
teachings of Buddha of DO, the dotrine of Karma, the doctrine of no-self, the doctrine of
impermanency, and the doctrine of middle way given that those doctrines are part of DO.
Although it is manifest that this process of analysis focuses on Buddhist methodology, it
is impossible to claim that the researcher has not been influenced by western theories of
dynamics. That is to say, behind the explanations of DO, through the accounts of
doctrines listed above, there is a shadow of Western relativity physics, which is discussed
also. This analysis leads us to to assume that the Buddha viewed this universe as an
inseparable incoporeality between mind and matter or alternatively observer and observed
are not in different worlds. In a broader sense, according to the Buddha it is impossible to
separate epistemology from ontology. However, although the Buddha recognised this
world as built of mind and matter, he viewed that which lies in the depth of this world as
nothing more than the singular chain of DO, the interconnection that can be reduced into
the contiguous flow of actions, or rather the contiguous flow of dynamism, while time
and space is only myth. Partly derived from this doctrine and influenced by his objective
idealism the Buddha argued that this universe is a changing flow of interconnected
phenomena, which is the evidence of no-self. With regard to the middle path he suggested
that in order to see things as they are we must remove bias, clinging, and desire, that is,
the basis of ignorance, from our work. At this point the Buddha, in his explanation of
knowledge, renounced both absolutism and extreme skepticism. Accordingly the
development of Buddhist methodology for research concerning Buddhist cultures is
possible through the integration of these statements in the frame of DO.
By examining some parallels between the Buddha’s teaching to Einstein’s
philosophy of science, we ensure the links, especially the attributes of DO listed above,
from Buddhism to Western sciences. By analogy with Einstein’s wave-monism approach
to reality we can strengthen our interpretation of DO sumarised in the preceding passage.
The relationship between the Buddha’s thought experiments and those of Galileo and
Einstein is presented. Although it is hard for us to say whether these techniques are the
same, this discussion opens the way for a synthesis of the two schools of thought as a
creative problem solving technique recognized by scientists. By integration of the great
scientists’ideas with those of DO, we can explain the mind in terms of material process,
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and explain matter in terms of mental process, and the coporeality between both. This
integrated principle couls be used in various departments of social sciences.
Finally, the comparision of DO, to structuralism and western psychology
has been illustrated from the perspective of symbolic interactionsm. This analysis is also a
way to explore the essence of DO from an alternative pespective, (symbolic
interactionism and structurealsim) whose links to western ontology are still preserved.
The discussion in this section is the heart of the thesis. It devotes itself to the Buddha’s
conception of meaning and humanness, before suggesting a synthesis between Buddhist
theory of meaning owing much to DO, with structualism and symbolic interactionsim
through a co-relational study.
By analogy with the biosphere, in the semiophere we can visualise the position of
Buddhism in defining a Buddhist theory of meaning. The life of a human creature and
human culture itself consists of spheres comparable with the biosphere and semiosphere.
And it is within these spheres that the web of the life meaning system is produced. To the
Buddha the inner capacity for language and for symbolism and social interaction are
inseparable. By analogy with concepts of LMS we can reveal the Buddha’s
conceptualisation of the meaning of life. According to the Buddha, humans assign
meaning to this world according to their response to their desires. That is to say it is
desire that shapes our humanness and culture of conventionality (habit) that cause conflict
and suffering, when we allow ourselves to be controlled by our desire. In contrast if one
can remove desire from life one will assign new ethical meaning to the world, helping to
set every one free from conflict and suffering.
In many respects the theory has fulfilled the researcher’s expectations. It provides
a very powerful model, which can be applied in literary and social analysis.
This study has been carried out under the constraint of time and space. There may
be many shortcomings considering the scope of the work and they are almost inevitable at
this stage of learning. Mistakes are solely due to my intellectual limitation.
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Appendix1: Personal Space
All human have a “built-in” sense of personal space,” a highly individualised and
subjective awarness of the space that surrounds them. This invisible boundary is personal
in the sense that one feels immediate physical space “belongs” to one (Mortensen,
1972:292). W.H. Auden(1965) captured the personal aspect of space in his prologue to
About The House:
Some thirty inches from my nose
The frontier of my Person goes
And all the untilled air between
private pagus or demesne.
Strange, unless with bedroom eyes
I beckon you to fraternize,
Beware of rudely crossing it:
I have no gun, but I can spit.

Is

Auden’s prologue is very interesting. It illustrates the mind’s subjective interpretation of
“self” and the world around. In fact as Mortensen (1972:302) pointed out, physical space
knows no status differences; in nature no one spatial area, zone, or territory is superior to
any other so long as other physical conditions are equal. The status of personal space is a
uniquely human concept, both defined and sustained by long-standing cultural
conversation. Here it is the illustration of the power of the conventional curtain of the
mind defined by the Buddha as ignorance, which determines a conventional realm of
external world for us. It is this curtain of ignorance or simply subjectivity that turns our
realm of reality into fragments. Then a multiplicity of words and thoughts arise,” this is I,
that is you; this is my frontier, that is yours; this is my country and that is yours.” These
things are myths. Similarly, with regard to time, humans turn the myth of absolute time to
be “this is yesterday, this is today, this tomorrow, this is Monday, that is Tuesday”, etc.
which are considered real. The mind decides that this fragmentary thing is real and whole
for it is led by ignorance.
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Appendix 2: On the Connection of DO to Cognitivism [and the Pendulum-Clock
Model of DO]
Self is developed through the juxtaposition that is associated with clinging and
repelling. Ultimately this is a juxtaposition of dynamic differentiations, since as
mentioned earlier, consciousness is just dynamic, changing forces, constantly in a flux of
becoming, of which ‘self’ has never been aware. This may link us to another point. As a
modern philosopher of the so-called new cognitivism, founded by Vermon Mountcastle
and Gerald Edelman, Miers(1992:956) claims that mental architecture is composed of
dynamic projections containing overlapping many-to-one and one-to-many relationships.
Miers adds, the same sensory field or range may be represented by a number of different
mappings into a topographical domain which can in turn be integrated with one
topography for a number of different fields. Nowhere has there been evidence of this
meta-map, a single representation of the world, nor of a central place where such a map
might be displayed. Miers’s statements clearly shows a shift from a descriptive model of
meaning based on intentional features, to a causal account based on contingent
designations, prototypes, and exemplars(Devitt and Sterelny, 1987, cited in Miers,1992:
956), while psychological evidence suggests that some mental representations such as
rotations of abstract shapes was analogical and relatively direct(Kosslyn,1983,cited in
Miers,1992: 957).
Similarly, according to Miers (1992:963), semiosis is not an external process that
happens to a symbol; it is a series of processes repeated in cycles, one after another over
the life of a waveform. At any point in experienced time it may look as if a symbol
existed in a definite semiotic configuration, but that configuration is a perceptual illusion
composed of a series of figural states, any one of which is available as a template for
creating other waveforms. This process might be something like the quantum picture of
an excited atom which, as its energy levels shift, changes the shape of its electron orbitals.
The inner logic of these orbital shifts in non-classical, jumping from spherical to various
clusters of ellipsoidal shapes and thereby changing the atom’s capacity to bind with other
atoms. In the same way, a symbol over the course of its production undergoes inner phase
changes and can present any number of semiotic templates—iconic, indexical, etc.—for
further elaboration.
It is obvious that under the influence of this school of thought Miers developed his
theory of conceptual structures, saying that mind maps meaning from a preconceptually
structured domain to an unstructured target range (Miers, 1992:967). These statements are
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evidenced from the standpoint of a new synthesis of neuroscience and post-analytic
philosophy (Miers, 1992:953), which is premised on the basis of perfect rationality. This
school of modern philosophy challenges classical theories of cognition16. Miers said:
“The central debate in cognitive theory today is whether classical theories
can be modified to accommodate the claims of the new cognitivism or
need to be replaced by an entirely new paradigm, one shaped much more
than classical theory ever was by an understanding or neurophysiology. It
is this new paradigm which opens for the first time the real possibility of a
neurosemiotics. […] And finally, the form of representation appears to be
much more analogic rather than propositional, and to the extent that it is
propositional it cannot be parsed according to the classical division
between syntax and semantics.” (ibid, 955)
We have no objection to the statements of this movement of philosophy, since rational
Buddhism, on particular the doctrine of no-self, or the Buddhist causality, or rather the
doctrine of DO, as discussed in some respects earlier, does not oppose this school of
modern philosophy. Western scholars like Frederick M Farrar (1997), Francisco J. Varela
(1999) argue strongly that the doctrine of DO is a theory of cognition. However, as far as
humanness is concerned, perfect rationality is not sufficient to the human task (Kollock
and O’Brien, 1994:xx). Although cognitive process is a necessary foundation of
humanness, we never naturally experience this process; it is like some thing layered at the
base of our realities. What we actually directly experience are just the curtains of
metaphor and language, which are conventional, and arbitrary, but this shadow of the
truth produces and reproduces our humanness and culture, whose interactions give
meaning to our lives. Accordingly the departments of science whose approaches travel
towards the truth of human life across the conventional world of humanness, i.e. language
and metaphor, symbol, representation, and interpretation, like structuralism and symbolic
interactionism, should be put in an equivalent position as naturalist scientists’
methodologies. Essentially the methodologies, which are established on the basis of the
incorporation of these cultures of knowledge, will be fruitful.
What is interesting about Buddhism is that this school of knowledge is established
on the principle that is in line with the statement made recently. As evidenced from our
analysis of Four Noble Truths from the perspective of dualism, Buddhism help to explain
that knowledge fall into two different patterns—CK, and DO. CK, which has been
16

For a long time analytical theory treated mental representation as a propositional form. In its pure
classical form, analytical theory assumed that what is being represented can be neatly divided between
semantics and syntax. In analytic theory, the locus of the “other side” of representation is unambiguous: it is
the deep structure, the “language of thought” which lies below appearance and frames its construction
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discussed so far, is the conventional engine or shadow of the truth, which produce
conventional realities like “self”, “desire”, “clinging” and “repelling” for us, while in a
broader sense, DO, which has been discussed earlier, is the scientific truth, which exists
beyond our conventional world. The relationship between CK and DO is ambiguous,
however the presence of CK and DO in the doctrine of DO, can tell us that the Buddhist
exploration of humanness from both a humanist, and a rationalist perspective, as modern
social scientists see social phenomena through a empiricist ontology developed in natural
sciences and interpretivism developed in humanist sciences. Also while in Western
sciences there are battles between ‘cold’ topics and ‘hot’ topics, Buddhism encourages
mankind to fight against conventionality to find and experience the truth, without losing
his explanation of the nature of life—“ Life [Suffering and the Cause of Suffering] is the
Noble Truth.” Briefly, Buddhism develops its comprehension of the human experience
through the assembly of litanies of the conventional realities of human beings together
with scientific knowledge. None of these accounts fall outside the premise of CK, and/or
DO.
It may be useful to revisit the statements on conceptual structures, made by Miers
above, since this perspective helps to reveal the insights of the Buddhist doctrine of DO.
That is to say, the transition within the mental architecture from the pre-conceptual
structure domain to the conceptual unstructured domain, the evidence of the cracking of a
contiguous structure of the mind, is caused by our mental ability to project overlapping
and degenerate many-to-one and one-to-many relationships. It is this ability that appoints
the mind ‘the prince of creation’ or alternatively, the ‘prince of conventionality’. This is
like the ability to conduct mental processes where, in which the same sensory field or
range, there

may be a number of different features mapped which can in turn be

integrated into a topography for other fields. Meanwhile these abilities perhaps help to
explain the transition of DO in constructing reality for each person from DO to CK as the
spiting conventionality world from the beyond.
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Confused structured
sphere of human culture

Figure A: Model of Operation of Mental Architecture
Scientific evidence from neuroscience has explained the operation of the preconceptual structure domain, or DO, but it fails to explain the nature of conceptual
unstructured domain, or CK, or conventionality, which is the product of physiological
forces. It is only the humanness, culture, and the operations of language in social
interactions, which are the production of that physiological engine, which can help to
explain the processes of this conventional architecture. The Buddhist doctrine of DO,
besides the nature of a conventional product, clearly demonstrates the interconnection
between the reality motor [the dynamic of interrelation] and its unverifiable product, the
conventionality picture.
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Appendix 3: Marx’s Model of Conflict as Seen From Buddhist Perspecive
Karl Marx17is a kind of structuralist for he perceives society as shaped by the
conflict of opposing forces. This makes his conception of reality similar to the Buddha’s.
Other than that, in terms of revolutionary theories, Karl Marx’s and the Buddha’s are
completely different. In principle his revolutionary theories hoped to bring a liberated
world, but in practice they have failed. For instance, instead of building social equality,
communism brought a new style of inequality to the world which is well expressed in a
famous phrase ‘some animals are more equal than others’ from George Orwell’s, Animal
Farm. Instead of bringing solution to social conflicts, the communists increased the world
crisis. Why is this so? Let us examine the cause of this problem from the Buddhist
perspectives developed above on the basis of a comparative study. Models may help.

Figure B: Marx’s Model of Society

17

Karl Marx argued that the working class should rebel and build a communist society. Marx, along with
Friedrich Engels, in his famous work Communist Manifesto (1848) firstly sees class struggle as the primary
dynamic in history. To him the modern world is a battlefield between capitalists, and the working class. In
the second section he identifies the communists as the allies and theoretical vanguard of the working class.
He emphasises the necessity of abolishing private property, a fundamental change in material existence that
will unmask bourgeois culture. In the final section he calls for unity of working classes in all countries.
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DOMAIN OF CONFLICTS

DOMAIN OF PEACE

Figure C: Paths to Liberation
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Appendix 4: Further reading of the Buddha’s teaching concerning Symbolic
Interactionism:
1.Ganika Sutta, the Buddha was told:
“at present, two men in Rajagaha are in love with a certain courtesan, their
minds enthralled. Arguing, quarrelling, and disputing, they attack one
another with fists, attack one another with clods of dirt, attack one another
with sticks, attack one another with knives, so they both fall into death or
death-like pain. The Buddha exclaimed, “ What’s been attained, what’s to
be attained, both are defiled by one who trains in line with the affliction
2.In Annatra Sutta the Buddha was asked by a certain Brahman, “Now, Master Gotama:
Is the one who acts the same one who experiences [the result of act]?”
[The Buddha]: ‘The one who acts is the same one who experiences it’ is one extreme
[The Brahman]: ‘Then, Master Gotama, is the one who acts someone other than the one
who experiences?’
[The Buddha]: ‘The one who acts is someone other than the one who experiences’ is the
second extreme.
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Appendix 5: The Four Noble Truths
What is the Noble Truth of Suffering? Birth is suffering, aging is suffering,
sickness is suffering, dissociation from the loved one is suffering, not getting what
one wants is suffering: in short these five categories affected by clinging are
suffering. There is this Noble Truth of Suffering: such was the vision, insight,
wisdom, knowing, and light that arose in me about things not heard before. This
noble truth must be penetrated by filling understanding suffering such…
What is the Noble Truth of the Cause of Suffering? It is craving, which renews
being and is accompanied by relish and lust, relishing this and that; in other
words, craving for sensual desire, craving for being, and craving for non-being.
But where does this craving arise and flourish? Whenever there is what seems
lovable and gratifying, thereon it arises and flourishes. There is this Noble Truth
of the origin of Suffering: such was the vision, insight, wisdom, knowing, and
light that arose in me about things not heard before. This noble truth must be
penetrated to by abandoning the origin of suffering: such…
What is the Noble Truth of the Cessation of Suffering? It is the remainderless
fading and cessation of that same craving; the rejecting, relinquishing, leaving and
renouncing of it. But whereon is this craving abandoned and made to cease?
Wherever there is what seems lovable and gratifying, thereon it is abandoned and
made to cease. There is the Noble Truth of Cessation of Suffering: such was the
vision, insight, wisdom, knowing, and light that arose in me about things not
heard before. . This noble truth must be penetrated by realizing the cessation
suffering: such.
What is the Noble Truth of the path leading to the End of Suffering? It is this
Noble Eight Fold Path, that is to say Right View, Right Thought, Right Speech,
Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right
Concentration. There is this Noble Truth of Path leading to the Cessation of
Suffering: such was the vision, insight, wisdom, knowing, and light that arose in
me about things not heard before. . This noble truth must be cultivating the Path
leading to the Cessation of Suffering: …(S. LV1.111)
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Appendix 6: Eight Fold Path
When staying in Savatthi at Jeta’s Grove, Anathapindika’s monstery the Buddha
analyzed the eightfold path:
“Now what, monks, is the Noble Eightfold Path? Right view, right resolve,
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness,
and right concentration.”
“And what, monks, is right view? Knowledge with regard to stress,
knowledge with regard to origination of stress, knowledge with regard to
stopping stress, knowledge with regard to the way of practice leading to
the stopping of stress: This, monk, is called right view.”
“And what is right resolve? Being resolved on renunciation, on freedom
from ill will, on harmlessness: This is called right view.
And what is right speech? Abstaining from lying.”
“And what is right speech? Abstaining from lying, abstaining from
divisive speech, abstaining from abusive speech, abstaining from idle
chatter: This, monks, is called right speech.”
“And what, monks, is right action? Abstaining from taking life, abstaining
from stealing, abstaining from unchastely: This, monks, is called right
action.”
“And what, monk, is right livelihood? There is the case where a disciple of
the noble ones, having abandoned dishonest livelihood, keeps his life
going with right livelihood: This, monks, is called right livelihood.”
“And what, monks, is right effort? (i) There is the case where a monk
generates desire, endeavors, activates, persistence, upholds & exerts his
intent for the sake of the non-arising of evil, unskillful qualities that have
not yet arisen. (ii) He generates desires, endeavors, activates persistence,
upholds & exerts his intent for the sake of the abandonment of evil,
unskillful qualities that have arisen. (iii) He generates desire, endeavors,
activates, persistence, upholds & exerts his intent for the sake of the
arising of skilful qualities that have not yet arisen. (iv) He generates desire,
endeavors, activates, persistence, upholds & exerts his intent or the
maintenance, non-confusion, increase, plenitude, development, &
culmination of skilful qualities that have arisen: This, monk, is called right
effort.”
“And what, monks, is right mindfulness? (i) This is the case where a monk
remains focused on the body in & of itself—ardent, aware, &mindful—
putting away greed &distress with reference to the world.(ii) He remains
focused on feelings and & of themselves—ardent, aware, & mindful—
putting away greed & distress with reference to the world. (iii) He remains
focused on feelings and & of themselves—ardent, aware, & mindful—
putting away greed & distress with reference to the world. (iv) He remains
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focused on feelings and & of themselves—ardent, aware, & mindful—
putting away greed & distress with reference to the world. This, monks, is
called right mindfulness.”
“And what, monks, is right concentration? (i) There is the case where
monks—quite withdrawn from sensuality, withdrawn from unskillful
(mental) qualities—enters & remains in the first jhana: rapture & pleasure
born from withdrawal, accompanied by direct thought & evaluation. (ii)
With stilling of directed thought & evaluation, he enters & remains in the
second jhana: rapture & pleasure born of concentration, one-pontedness of
awareness free from direct thought and evaluation—internal assurance
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Appendix 7: Figure B: Model of Buddha’s Conception of Knowledge
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Appendix 8: On Symbolic Analyis, Sources: Rackham and Bertagnolii(1988)
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